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OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS 

PARTICULARS 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

No. of Schemes Sanctioned 224 287 306 192 147

Loan Sanctioned (Rs. in crore) 10099 12163 13501 14754 16624

Amount Released (Rs. in crore) 3767 3453 3754 4020 3098

Dwelling Units

- Total 192197 140970 98868 114009 297907

- % of EWS & LIG 96 84.4 84 91 77.02

Sanitation Units 3990 780026 184 0 0

No. of Urban Infrastructure (UI) 
Projects 

101 135 150 103 70

UI Loan Sanctioned (Rs. in crore) 8553 9284 11349 13021 13907

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS  (Rs. in crore) 

PARTICULARS 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

Gross Income 2298.77 2610.26 2610.19 2713.18 2528.35

Profit After Tax 260.24 308.38 373.73 400.99 495.31

Share holders’ fund 3589.83 3878.22 4162.68 4647.46 5097.09

Share Capital - Equity 2001.90 2001.90 2001.90 2001.90 2001.90

Reserves & Surplus 1625.63 1911.59 2188.79 2665.96 3095.19

Borrowings 21461.42 20382.60 18902.98 19249.32 15520.48

Loans Outstanding 21348.76 21065.30 21072.94 21426.97 19026.73

Earning per share (Rs.) 

(Face value of Rs 1000 per share) 

130.00 154.04 186.99 200.30 247.42
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NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the Fortieth Annual General Meeting of the Housing and Urban Development
Corporation Limited will be held on Friday, the 9th July 2010, at 5.00 p.m.* at the Registered Office of the
Company at HUDCO Bhawan, India Habitat Centre, Lodhi Road, New Delhi -110003 to transact the following
business: -

ORDINARY BUSINESS

1. To receive, consider and adopt the Audited Balance Sheet as at 31st March, 2010 and the Profit and
Loss Account for the year ended as on that date together with the Report(s) of Directors’ and
Auditors’ and comments of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India thereon.

2. To declare the dividend.

3. To pass the following resolution for fixing the remuneration of Statutory Auditors: -

“RESOLVED THAT  pursuant to the provisions of Section 224(8)(aa) and other applicable provisions,
if any, of the Companies Act, 1956, the Board of Directors, be and are hereby authorised for fixation
of annual statutory audit fee payable to the Statutory Auditors for the financial year 2010-11.”

By Order of the Board of Directors

Place :  New Delhi H Verma
Dated :  30th June, 2010 Company Secretary

1 All the Shareholders of Housing and Urban Development Corporation Ltd.

2 The Chairman & Managing Director and the Directors of Housing and Urban Development
Corporation Ltd.

3 The Statutory Auditors’ of the Company.

NOTES:

1. A MEMBER ENTITLED TO ATTEND AND VOTE AT THE MEETING  IS ENTITLED TO APPOINT A
PROXY TO ATTEND AND VOTE INSTEAD OF HIMSELF AND THE  PROXY NEED NOT BE A
MEMBER.

2. A copy of the Memorandum and Articles of Association shall be open for inspection at the Registered
Office of the Company during the business hours.

3. Pursuant to the Section 619(2) of the Companies Act, 1956, the Auditors of a Government Company
are to be appointed or reappointed by the Comptroller and Auditor General of India (C&AG) and, in
terms of Section 224(8) (aa) of the Companies Act, 1956, their remuneration shall be fixed by the
Company in general meeting or in such manner as the Company in general meeting may determine.
The members of the Company in the 39th Annual General Meeting held on 24.08.2009 authorised the
Board of Directors for fixation of annual audit fee payable to the Statutory Auditors for the financial
year 2009-10. M/s Agiwal and Associates, Chartered Accountants were appointed as Statutory
Auditors for the financial year 2009-10 by the C&AG of India. The Board of Directors in their meeting
held on 15.10.2009 approved the audit fee payable to the Statutory Auditors as Rs. 4,50,000/- plus
service tax as applicable for the financial year 2009-10. Further, since the Statutory Auditors of the
Company for the financial year   2010-11 are yet to be appointed by the C&AG of India, the members
may authorize the Board of Directors to fix an appropriate remuneration of the Statutory Auditors, as
may be deemed fit by the Board, for the financial year 2010-11.

* The 40th AGM which was scheduled to be held on 9th July, 2010 at 5.00 p.m. was re-scheduled for 26th July, 2010 at 5.00 p.m.
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CHAIRMAN’S SPEECH

Ladies & Gentlemen,

I consider it my privilege to welcome you on the occasion of the 40th Annual General Meeting of the
Company. The Annual Accounts alongwith Directors’ Report, Auditors’ Report and Management replies
thereon have already been sent to you and with your kind permission I take the aforesaid as read.

I have great pleasure in sharing with you the highlights of another year of significant achievements of your
Company.

1. ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

The global economic recession is showing signs of recovery and this is evident from the resurgence of the
financial markets in the recent past. The Indian economy is also on a fast paced recovery path, with the
overall growth rate at 7.2%, and the industrial and service sectors registering impressive growth rates of
8.2% and 8.7% respectively. More importantly, what is particularly encouraging is the improvement of
certain fundamentals, and this justifies an optimistic outlook for the Indian economy in the medium to long
term. The recovery of the Indian economy has been the result of proactive policy interventions by the
Government in terms of stimulus measures, effective monetary management by the RBI and its inherent
resilience.

2. SECTORAL OVERVIEW

The process of urbanization has gathered significant momentum in recent times and this has put tremendous
pressure on urban infrastructure and services, requiring huge investments in these areas. The urban
population of India is likely to grow from 285.3 million in 2001 to 379.67 million in 2012, 410 million in 2015
and 468 million in 2020. The total requirement of the funds during the period 2007-2012 to meet the
housing requirements of this increasing urban population is estimated to be Rs. 3,61,318 crore. It is a well
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documented fact that within this demand for increased housing, the demand for EWS/LIG housing is
proportionately much greater than that of MIG/HIG housing.

The Government has targeted social housing as one of its primary focus areas and stressed the need to
pay particular attention to the needs of the slum dwellers and housing for the ‘weaker sections’. In order
to stimulate housing and urban development in the country, the Government has come out with major
policy/programme initiatives like the National Urban Housing and Habitat Policy (NHHUP) 2007, Jawaharlal
Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM), Interest Subsidy Scheme for Housing the Urban Poor
(ISHUP), Affordable Housing in Partnership Scheme, and the newly announced Rajiv Awas Yojana (RAY).

The National Urban Housing and Habitat Policy (NHHUP) 2007, focuses on affordable housing for all with
special emphasis on the economically weaker sections of the society. The policy recognizes the key role
which all sectors: public, private and the cooperative sectors need to play in meeting the challenge of
housing and specifically advocates that the government create a facilitating environment for growth of
housing sector. The Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) has been launched by
the Government with a provision of Rs. 50,000 crore as Central Assistance. The objective of the mission
is to give focused attention to integrated development of urban infrastructure and with emphasis on urban
poor and slum improvement. It envisages a reform-driven fast-track and planned development of identified
cities. The focus of JNNURM on holistic development of slum areas encompassing secured land tenure,
housing, civic infrastructure, health, education, sanitation and social security aspects has yielded positive
results. The learnings from JNNURM have led to the announcement of the vision of a ‘Slum free India‘
through a new scheme, Rajiv Awas Yojana. The Scheme envisages to accomplish this by tackling the
problem in a holistic and definitive way adopting a multi-pronged approach of improving the living conditions
in slums, enabling construction of affordable housing and addressing the factors associated with creation
of slum conditions, so as to prevent the growth of slums in future. The Interest Subsidy Scheme for
Housing the Urban Poor (ISHUP), launched with a view to enable access of urban poor to long term
institutional finance is an additional instrument for addressing the needs of the EWS and LIG segment in
the urban areas. The Scheme seeks to provide interest subsidy to the EWS/LIG beneficiaries, on availing
loans from Banks/Housing Finance Companies, to enhance affordability of these income segments. The
emphasis of the Government on playing a facilitative role has been articulated through the Affordable
Housing in Partnership Scheme which promotes partnership between various agencies / Government /
para-statals / Urban Local Bodies / private developers.

3. EMERGING ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

Housing is a basic necessity as well as an important economic activity and ensuring improved access of
‘housing with associated infrastructure’ to all the citizens with particular reference to weaker sections, is
a major challenge. The existence of slums in urban areas is not only a reflection of urban poverty but also
an indication of their contribution to the economic development of the cities.

The recognition of the importance of equitable urbanization by your Company has led to it being a pioneer
techno-financial institution in the field of affordable housing solutions. HUDCO has successfully demonstrated
that shelter solutions within reasonable cost ceilings are actually possible, through appropriate innovations
in planning, designing, technological options and financial engineering. At the same time the Company
has also supported urban infrastructural development by extending loan assistance for components such
as land development, water supply, access/circulation roads, residential townships, street lighting, jetties,
bus terminals/stops, community centres, etc.

In the context of the emerging challenges, your Company would continue its efforts for achieving affordable
shelter for all, by actively supporting with its techno-financial capabilities, the effective implementation of
the government’s initiatives and programmes in the housing and infrastructure development sector.

4. OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE – 2009-10

During the year 2009-10, your Company has sanctioned 147 schemes for a total loan amount of
Rs.16624 crore as against Rs. 14754 crore in the previous year. Out of the total sanctions,  Rs. 2717 crore loan
amount has been for housing projects and Rs. 13907 crore has been for various infrastructure projects.
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It is a matter of great pleasure for all of us assembled here that the Company has achieved Profit before
Tax after prior period adjustment, of Rs. 785.82 crore during this year as against Rs. 656.50 crore of the
previous year. The Net Profit stood at Rs. 495.31 crore during the year 2009-10, as against
Rs. 400.99 crore in the previous year which is an increase of 23.5%. Your Directors are happy to report
that this is the highest profit after tax recorded by HUDCO ever. The total Reserves & Surplus stood at
Rs. 3095.19 crore as on 31.03.2010.

You will be glad to note that the Board of Directors of your Company has recommended the payment of
final dividend of Rs. 59.08 crore for the year ended 31st March, 2010.

5. ISO 9001:2008 CERTIFICATION

Your Company has got the ISO 9001:2008 certification during the year. This certification is a vital step that
would further enhance the Company‘s competitiveness in terms of improvement of quality services, cost
reduction, environmental compliance and brand power in view of the standardisation of systems, processes
and procedures of operations.

6. TOWARDS EQUITABLE AND INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

Since inception, HUDCO has extended a special focus on social housing and core infrastructure in its
operations. According to Government estimates, the total shortage at the beginning of the Eleventh Plan
was 24.71 million housing units and the shortage is likely to go up to 26.53 million units by the year 2012.
A substantial part of this is assessed to pertain to Economically Weaker Sections and Low Income
Groups of the society. During the year 2009-10, a total loan amount of Rs. 2717 crore has been sanctioned
for housing schemes and an amount of Rs. 802.37 crore has been released. Of this, an amount of
Rs. 30.87 crore was released under HUDCO Niwas. HUDCO has sanctioned a total of 2,97,907 dwelling
units of which 2,40,881 units were in urban areas and 57,026 units in rural areas. HUDCO continued its
special emphasis for supporting the weaker sections of the society in its housing operations.

7. THRUST ON INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

Your Company is committed towards supporting infrastructure development. During the financial year
2009-10, HUDCO has sanctioned 70 infrastructure schemes with a financial assistance of
Rs. 13,907 crore for various projects covering Water Supply, Sewerage / Drainage, Social Infrastructure,
Commercial Infrastructure, Transport and Health Sectors, etc. An amount of Rs. 2295.70 crore loan was
disbursed for urban Infrastructure projects.

8. HUDCO’s ROLE IN JAWAHARLAL NEHRU NATIONAL URBAN RENEWAL MISSION (JNNURM)

The Government of India had launched the Jawaharlal Nehru Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) for a
period of 7 years beginning from 2005-06. The Mission, in effect, seeks to ensure sustainable and inclusive
infrastructure development in selected cities of the country.

The Mission aims at reform driven, planned development of cities and towns with focus on community
participation and accountability of Urban Local Bodies (ULBs)/ Parastatals towards urban citizens. HUDCO
has been integrally involved in this programme, since inception, as an appraisal agency for BSUP and
IHSDP projects. Till 31st March, 2010, under BSUP & IHSDP, the Ministry has approved 1422 projects
with a total project cost of Rs. 36073.90 crore, out of which HUDCO has appraised 1184 projects with a
project cost of Rs. 26481.19 crore, which forms approximately 73% of the total sanctions accorded.
These appraised projects under BSUP and IHSDP cover 800 cities and towns including 1.10 million
housing units. Appraisal of DPRs under the programme has also contributed to enhancing fee-based
income receipt of HUDCO.
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Note: This does not purport to be a record of the proceeding of the 40th AGM of the Company.

9. CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

HUDCO is one of the first PSUs to have earmarked a significant percentage of its net profits for CSR activities.
Taking immediate cognizance of the recent DPE proposal cleared by the Committee of Secretaries, the Board
of Directors of HUDCO in its recent meeting approved creation of an exclusive budget amounting to 3% of net
profits for activities under Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).

10. COMPLIANCE WITH CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Corporate Governance is a part of larger governance ethos in society. Good Corporate Governance
incorporates corporate social responsibility and its concomitant outgrowth-corporate social
entrepreneurship. The philosophy of Corporate Governance of HUDCO is reflected in its insistence on
transparency in all areas of operations, accountability, equity and reporting in its interactions with public,
employees and the Government. It has been the constant endeavour of the Company to maximize the
value of its credibility in the market.

11. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I express my gratitude for the guidance and continued co-operation
and support, extended by Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation, Ministry of Urban Development,
Ministry of Rural Development, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of External Affairs; the Planning Commission,
Reserve Bank of India (RBI), National Housing Bank (NHB), Bankers, Comptroller and Auditor General,
Statutory Auditors and other Government Departments. I sincerely appreciate the continued support provided
by the International Finance Institutions such as Kreditanstalt fur Wideraufbau (KfW), Japan Bank of
International Cooperation (JBIC), Asian Development Bank (ADB), USAID etc.

I convey my heart-felt thanks to the various State Governments, Housing Boards, Development Authorities,
Municipal/Local Bodies, and financial institutions for their encouragement and support in the growth of the
Company. I am indebted to the debe nture/bond holders, depositors and other investors for their patronage
and unstinted support to the various instruments issued by HUDCO. I extend my thanks to the valuable
clients of HUDCO Niwas, with whom HUDCO has built and fostered close linkages and mutually beneficial
relationships. I would like to conclude by commending the hard work and efforts put in by all the members
of HUDCO family, towards achievement of the all-round growth of the Company.

Place: New Delhi Dr. P.K. Mohanty
Date : 26th July, 2010 Chairman and Managing Director
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BSUP Project at Thane Municipal Corporation, Maharashtra

Integrated Housing and Slum Development  Programme (IHSDP) Project  Haldibari Municipality, West Bengal
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40TH DIRECTORS’ REPORT

To The Esteemed Members
Housing and Urban Development Corporation Ltd.

Your Directors take pleasure in presenting the Fortieth Annual Report on the business, operations and
achievements of Housing and Urban Development Corporation Limited (HUDCO), together with Audited
Accounts for the financial year ended March 31st , 2010.

HUDCO – FACILITATING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF HOU SING AND URBAN
INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE NATION

Our country continues to march forward, registering a consistent rate of high economic growth. There is
a clear understanding and recognition of the fact that sustaining such a growth pace would require an
increased investment in the basic requirements of human settlements. Housing and infrastructure form
the foundation of organised and sustainable development of human settlements.

With the estimates of requirement for housing far exceeding the level of net annual addition, there is an
urgent necessity to address this basic need in a more aggressive manner. In addition, of more serious
concern are the large numbers of low income and weaker section households, who are adversely affected
by  the lack of access to housing. Estimates indicate that almost the entire housing deficit pertains to
Economically Weaker sections and Low Income groups. With an increase in the level of urbanisation and
the rapid growth of slums and informal settlements in urban areas, this problem is expected to only
intensify further. On the one hand, cities are emerging as engines of economic growth, and on the other,
their sustainability is under severe strain in view of the pressure on the limited available services. Cities
need to be promoted as inclusive entities. It will be necessary to vision the urban development process so
as to make the cities democratic, economically productive, socially just, environmentally sustainable and
culturally vibrant.

Hon’ble Minister for Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation,  Kumari Selja with Hon’ble Prime Minister at JNNURM
Annual Day function on 05.12.2009. HUDCO is the main appraising agency for BSUP and IHSDP component of JNNURM.
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Housing for the Reserved Armed Constabulary, Kotah, Rajasthan

BSUP project at Surat, Gujarat
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In this context, the innovative programme of JNNURM has been able to make a substantial impact in not
only improving the infrastructure in the urban areas, but also enabling putting in place a fast track reform
programme covering varied aspects of city development including governance. The Rajiv Awas Yojana
which aims at creating a “Slum-free India”, looks at city development in a comprehensive manner addressing
the shelter and related infrastructure requirements of the ‘have-nots’ with a view to integrate them into the
city’s economy for sustainable growth and governance.

In line with the emerging requirements, HUDCO has laid an emphasis on addressing the shelter
requirements of weaker sections of the population at large. Your Company’s support for over 14 million
housing units throughout the country, has predominantly addressed the needs of the weaker sections of
the society, with as much as 94% of the units, having benefited the Economically Weaker sections and
the Low Income groups. Your Company being a pioneer techno-financial institution introduced the affordability
criterion, to enable the housing solutions offered to the EWS and LIG families to be acceptable and
feasible. HUDCO has also demonstrated that shelter solutions within reasonable cost ceilings are actually
possible, through appropriate innovations in planning, designing, technological options and financial
engineering.

HUDCO continues to extend a special focus in its operations, on the core urban infrastructure sector
thereby improving the quality of life of the citizens at large. HUDCO’s support for infrastructure covers
diverse sectors including utility infrastructure such as water supply, sanitation/sewerage, drainage, solid
waste management, roads, bridges, transport nagars, parks, airports; Social Infrastructure including
educational facilities such as schools and colleges, health facilities and recreational facilities such as
parks, stadia and economic and commercial infrastructure such as shopping/commercial complexes,
technology parks, entertainment centres, industrial infrastructure. Ensuring sustainability and appropriate
cost recovery through innovative user pay instruments has been the hallmark of your company’s enabling
strategies for infrastructure development.

Cross-subsidisation, differential interest rates, realistic cost ceilings, flexible repayment periods, preferential
allocation of resources to the socially disadvantaged, promotion of cost-effective building materials and
technologies and appropriate designs to assist the economically weaker and disadvantaged sections, are
a few innovative strategies that enable HUDCO to continue its mission of promoting sustainable housing
and urban development.

In the context of the emerging challenges, your Company would further strengthen its efforts for achieving
affordable shelter for all, by actively supporting with its techno-financial capabilities, the effective
implementation of the government’s initiatives and programmes in the housing and infrastructure development
sector.

OPERATIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS

Your Company has continued to exhibit growth in its operations and has had another year of significant
operational achievements.

OPERATIONAL GROWTH OF HUDCO
(Rs. in crore)
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During the year, your Company has sanctioned 147 schemes in all for a total loan amount of Rs. 16624 crore
as against Rs. 14754 crore in the previous year.  Out of the total sanctions, Rs. 2717 crore loan amount
has been for housing projects, and Rs. 13907 crore has been for various urban infrastructure schemes.
The projects sanctioned cover a wide spectrum of projects forming part of housing and urban infrastructure
portfolios.

During the year, a total amount of Rs. 3098.02 crore was released, of which Rs. 802.32 crore was for
housing projects, while Rs. 2295.70 crore was released for urban infrastructure schemes.

HOUSING - A BASIC NECESSITY

Housing forms a basic requirement next only to food & clothing and HUDCO is committed to fulfilling its
mandate of supporting the development of housing sector in the country.

Loan Sanctions and Releases for Housing
During the year, a total loan amount of Rs. 2717 crore has been sanctioned for housing schemes and an
amount of Rs. 802.32 crore has been released. Of this, an amount of Rs. 30.82 crore was released under
HUDCO Niwas (HUDCO’s individual housing loan lending window).

Social Housing
During the year, your Company has sanctioned a total of 2,97,907 dwelling units of which 2,40,881 units
were in urban areas and 57,026 units in rural areas. HUDCO continued its special emphasis for supporting
the weaker sections of the society in its housing operations. Of the total units sanctioned, 2,29,575
housing units forming about 77% of all housing units supported, pertained to the Economically Weaker
Sections and Low Income Groups.

Basic Services for the Urban Poor (BSUP) Project, Surat, Gujarat
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SOCIAL ORIENTATION IN HOUSES SANCTIONED DURING 2009 -2010

(Figures in Precentage)

HUDCO’s Support for projects in the North-Eastern R egion
During the year, your Company has sanctioned 12 housing including land development schemes for the
North Eastern Region with a loan of Rs. 57.12 crore. This would support taking up of 170 housing units in
the States of Assam and Nagaland. Beside the above, HUDCO has also sanctioned 20 infrastructure
projects with a loan assistance of Rs. 90.89 crore in the States of Assam, Meghalaya and Nagaland.
These projects include construction of government institutional buildings, commercial buildings, improvement
of roads and bridges, etc.  The projects sanctioned include 15 social infrastructure projects in Nagaland
mainly covering office complexes/buildings alongwith hostel and community halls with a loan commitment
of Rs. 71.16 crore.

URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

HUDCO - Strengthening the Backbone of the Economy
Towards fulfilling its strong commitment to provide and establish an adequate and effective infrastructure
in the country and as part of its efforts towards developing sustainable human settlements with adequate
infrastructure facilities, during the year, your Company has sanctioned a total of 70 infrastructure schemes
with a financial assistance of Rs. 13907 crore under the various sectors like Water Supply, Sewerage/
Drainage, Power Sector, Social Infrastructure, Commercial Infrastructure, Transport and Health Sector.
An amount of  Rs. 2295.70 crore loan was disbursed for urban infrastructure projects.

Social Infrastructure
During the year, HUDCO has funded 24 schemes under this category, with a total loan assistance of
Rs. 387.44 crore in the States of Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Nagaland, Punjab and Tamil Nadu. The
schemes sanctioned include schools and colleges, hostels, hospitals, government buildings, sports
complexes, etc.

Staff Quarter’s for Junior Engineers, Power Deptt., Dimapur,
Nagaland.

Type-I Police Staff Quarter’s Saijang, Nagaland

%

%

%

%

%
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INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS SECTOR-WISE (CUMULATIVE) PE RFORMANCE
AS ON 31-03-2010

(Rs. in crore)

A major infrastructure proposal sanctioned during the year is a loan of Rs. 150 crore in the State of
Punjab, as gap funding under JNNURM programme for various components, which shall improve the living
conditions of the people at large in Ludhiana town. The proposed project components envisage significant
improvement in the public health/hygienic conditions, traffic flow, industrial development, as well as
addressing part of the housing need in the town.

HUDCO has also sanctioned a loan of Rs. 117 crore to the State of Jharkhand for taking up 3 schemes for
construction of Court and Collectorate Buildings and construction of 76 Sub-Health Centres (SHC) & 16
Primary Health Centres (PHC). The health facilities would directly benefit the local populace by improving
access to such critical infrastructure towards facilitating an improved quality of life for the citizens.

Rajiv Gandhi Institute of Medical Sciences at Kadapa, Andhra Pradesh
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During the year, 5 social infrastructure schemes have been sanctioned for a loan assistance of Rs. 49.28
crore. Some of the major schemes funded during the year include construction of College Building &
Hostel at Tiruvannamalai (loan amount Rs.  24.70 crore) and construction of Hostel Block at Perambalur
in educational institutions with a loan assistance of Rs. 12 crore.

Area Development
During the year, two Area Development proposals were approved in the States of Gujarat and Nagaland,
with a total loan commitment of Rs. 351 crore. An area development scheme for the Motor Vehicle
Department of Nagaland with a loan assistance of Rs. 1 crore has also been approved during the year.

HUDCO has further extended financial assistance of Rs. 350 crore to the Sabarmati Riverfront Development
Project, to implement a unique project for planned urban development on the banks of Sabarmati River.
The project is an integrated effort at combining drainage, land development and beautification. The project
is aimed at addressing the environmental and social concerns and turning the river front into a major asset
for the city.

Shilparamam, entrance to Shilpa Sandhya Vedika, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh

Aerial view of Sabarmati river front, Ahmedabad, Gujarat
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Water Supply
HUDCO has sanctioned 6 water supply projects, with a total loan assistance of Rs. 2652 crore during the
year. This covers 3 schemes in the State of Andhra Pradesh with a loan component of Rs. 1100 crore for
Hyderabad, Vijayawada and two small towns namely Kadapa & Proddatur.

HUDCO has also sanctioned loan assistance as viability gap funding support for water supply projects, as
part of the JNNURM Programme, in the State of Jharkhand for Ranchi Water Supply scheme, and in
Kerala State for Kannur Water Supply scheme.

Water Supply, Vijayawada Municipal Corporation, Ranigarihota, Andhra Pradesh

Safe Drinking Water Supply to fluoride affected habitations in Nalgonda, Andhra Pradesh
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HUDCO has also accorded in-principle approval for a loan assistance of Rs. 1500 crore, for Tamil Nadu
Water & Sanitation Pooled Fund for taking up the combined water supply improvement of Vellore Municipal
Corporation, 7 Municipalities, 5 town Panchayats and 64 wayside rural habitations.

Sewerage and Drainage Sector
During the year, one project each for the sewerage and drainage sectors have been sanctioned to Delhi
and Madhya Pradesh, for a loan assistance of Rs. 800 crore and Rs. 9.75 crore respectively.

The Interceptor Sewer Projects in Delhi would enable improvement in waterquality of main drains of Najafgarh
and Shahdara drain, thereby facilitating improvement in the waterquality of river Yamuna. The Interceptor
Sewer, a conveyance infrastructure component, will convey wastewater from diversion structures from the
un-sewered areas as well as overflows from the existing sewers and direct it to the nearest existing
sewerage treatment plant. The proposal has been approved for support under JNNURM programme.

Transportation
During the year, HUDCO has sanctioned 11 road and transportation proposals in the States of Delhi,
Kerala, Karnataka, Meghalaya, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh for a total
HUDCO loan of Rs. 3505.14 crore.

Clarifier, Sewerage plant,Vijayawada Municipal Corporation,
Andhra Pradesh

Sewer drain under IHSDP project, Dainhat Municipality,
West Bengal

Strengthening & Widening of Municipal and Intercity Roads, Srikakulam, Andhra Pradesh
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Power Sector
During the year, HUDCO has sanctioned 8 projects in the power sector with a total loan amount of
Rs. 2113 crore.

Emerging Sector including Industrial Infrastructure
Industrial growth is one of the major constituents of the economic growth. HUDCO has also extended loan
assistance to the Industrial Sector for the eligible components such as land and land development, water
supply, access/circulation roads, residential townships, street lighting, jetties, bus terminals/stops,
community centres, etc.

During the year, HUDCO has sanctioned 5 schemes under this category. The projects included 2 schemes
in the Industrial sector, 2 schemes for Government of India Navratna Public Sector Companies and
1 scheme was for Area Development sector. The total loan sanctioned for the sector stood at
Rs. 3740 crore.

The types of projects sanctioned includes expansion of Steel Plant at Jamshedpur, capacity expansion
plans of NTPC, capacity augmentation and new gas pipelines of GAIL and another scheme for land
acquisition and Industrial Township development at Lucknow for Lucknow Industrial Development Authority.

Commercial Infrastructure Projects
During the year, HUDCO has sanctioned loan assistance to 9 commercial schemes with a total loan
amount of Rs. 101.70 crore. The projects sanctioned include malls, commercial complex, hotel, office
buildings, etc. The major commercial schemes supported by HUDCO during the year are construction of
Himalaya Mall at Mehsana (loan amount Rs. 21.50 crore) and construction of Hotel Taj Gateway at Raipur
(loan amount Rs. 20 crore).

Commercial Project at Bangalore, Karnataka
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Special Projects of High value
HUDCO has given ‘in-principle’ approval for a term loan of Rs. 2000 crore for projects that would meet part
of capital expenditure of ongoing capacity addition programme, coal mining & washeries and renovation &
modernisation programme of various projects of NTPC.

Further, in-principle sanction has also been accorded for a loan of Rs. 1000 crore for laying of two pipelines
viz. Chainsa-Jhajjar-Hissar Pipeline (CJHPL) with a design capacity of 35 MMSCMD, and the
Dadri-Bawana-Nangal Pipeline (DBNPL) with a design capacity of 31 MMSCMD for supply and distribution
of Re-gasified Liquid Natural Gas/Natural Gas.

New areas/ agencies included in the financing netwo rk of HUDCO
Laying stress on acquiring business from Government agencies, HUDCO was able to generate business
from the Government of India Navratna companies and Major Steel Companies such as National Thermal
Power Corporation Ltd. (NTPC), Gas Authority of India Ltd (GAIL), and Tata Steel etc.

Infrastructure Development in North-Eastern Regions
During the year, HUDCO has also sanctioned 20 Urban Infrastructure projects with a total loan assistance
of Rs. 90.89 crore in the States of Assam, Meghalaya and Nagaland. These projects include construction
of various Govt. office buildings, improvement of roads and bridges, etc.

Offices of the Directorates of Land Resources and Irrigation & Flood Control, Nagaland at Kohima
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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU NATIONAL URBAN RENEWAL MISSION (JN NURM)

Cities and towns of India constitute world’s second largest urban system, and contribute to over 50% of
India’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). For these cities to realize their full potential and become true
engines of growth, it is necessary that focused attention is given to improvement of infrastructure and
basic services to the urban poor.

For achieving this objective, the Hon’ble Prime Minister launched the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban
Renewal Mission on December 3rd, 2005.  The Mission aims at reform driven, planned development of
cities and towns with focus on community participation and accountability of Urban Local Bodies (ULBs)/
Parastatals towards urban citizens.  The duration of the Mission is 7 years beginning from 2005-2006 to
2011-2012.  The Mission comprises of two Sub-Missions  – one for Basic Services to the Urban Poor
(BSUP) and the other for Urban Infrastructure and Governance (UIG) in selected 65 cities.  For other
cities/towns, two programmes, namely, Integrated Housing and Slum Development Programme (IHSDP)
and Urban Infrastructure Development Scheme for Small and Medium Towns (UIDSSMT) have also been
implemented simultaneously.  The UIG and UIDSSMT programmes are being administered by the Ministry
of Urban Development (MoUD) and the BSUP and IHSDP by the Ministry of Housing & Urban Poverty
Alleviation (MoHUPA).

HUDCO has been integrally involved in this programme, since inception, as an appraisal agency for
BSUP and IHSDP projects. The focus in these projects has been on provision of housing and basic
services to the urban poor residing in slums and slum like habitations. Besides appraisal, HUDCO has
been instrumental in disseminating information on JNNURM through trainings/workshops across the country,
assisting State Governments/Implementing agencies in formulation of detailed project reports (DPRs) by
providing technical and design consultancy services for inclusive housing and participating in monitoring
of implementation of the projects as and when desired by the Ministry.  Till 31st March, 2010, under BSUP
& IHSDP, the Ministry has approved 1422 projects with a total project cost of Rs. 36073.90 crore, out of
which, HUDCO has appraised 1184 projects with a project cost of Rs. 26499.66 crore, which forms
approximately 73% of the total sanctions accorded.  Appraisal of DPRs under the programme has also
contributed to enhancing fee-based income receipt by HUDCO.  So far, through appraisal of JNNURM
projects, HUDCO has been able to earn a revenue of Rs. 35.86 crore.

Hon’ble Prime Minister presents Trophy (designed by HUDCO) to Mayor & Commissioner, Municipal Corporation,
Vishakapatnam on JNNURM Annual Day on 05.12.2009 for implementation of reforms under BSUP (JNNURM).
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The National Urban Housing and Habitat Policy (NUHHP), 2007 recognizes the need for Public-Private
Partnerships (PPPs) and development of various financial, legislative and operational innovations for bridging
the housing shortage. Towards the same, during the year 2009-2010, the Government unveiled its plan
and launched the Rajiv Awas Yojana (RAY) for slum dwellers under JNNURM on the lines of Indira Awas
Yojana for the rural poor. The scheme for Affordable Housing through Partnership and the scheme for
Interest Subsidy for Housing the Urban Poor (ISHUP) are to be dovetailed with the Rajiv Awas Yojana,
which would extend support to states that are willing to assign property rights to people living in slum
areas. HUDCO has already been initiated into the extension of its services as an appraisal and other
technical assistance providing agency, thereby enabling it to play a major role, in keeping with its social
mandate of providing housing for Economically Weaker Sections and disadvantaged populace.

Implementation of BSUP projects by HUDCO at Patna a nd Bodhgaya in Bihar
The Government of Bihar has appointed HUDCO as the ‘Implementing Agency’ for the BSUP schemes
under Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) in Patna and Bodhgaya cities. A
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) has been entered into between HUDCO and the Government of
Bihar in January, 2008 in this regard.

IHSDP project Dainhat Municipality, West Bengal BSUP project Nellurpuram, Bengaluru, Karnataka

Hon’ble Minister for Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation,  Kumari Selja, visiting exhibition on BSUP (JNNURM)
at Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi on 05.12.2009.
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The project involves construction of 14596 EWS/ LIG houses for slum dwellers including provision of allied
external and internal infrastructure services at 58 sites, in and around the two cities, at an estimated cost
of Rs. 334.28 crore. The works are at various stages of design, tendering, award of works to contractors
and site execution.

BUILDING CENTRE MOVEMENT

HUDCO continued its efforts for strengthening the Building Centre Movement all over the country, by
promoting building material and technologies in the construction sector, which are environment friendly,
ecologically appropriate, energy efficient, functionally durable, aesthetically pleasing and yet cost-effective.

The National network covers 655 Building Centres (covering both urban and rural areas).  A total grant of
Rs. 33.65 crore has been sanctioned so far, out of which Rs. 23.96 crore has been released.  These
building centres have together taken up construction activity to the tune of Rs.1481 crore, produced
building components worth Rs. 376.17 crore, and imparted training to over 3.21 lac construction workers.

MODEL VILLAGES/MODEL BASTI SCHEME

HUDCO continued extending support to the Model Villages/Model Basti Scheme. The selected villages/
slums, which predominantly cover low-income population is provided with a grant assistance of up to
Rs. 35 lac by HUDCO, out of the interest accrued from KfW IV and V funds. The matching contribution is
to be met by the State Governments/Union Territories/Implementing Agencies/Beneficiaries by dovetailing
other resources of Central/State Government schemes with a convergence approach, to provide community
buildings and infrastructure facilities.

HUDCO has so far sanctioned 116 Model Villages/Model Basti schemes for a total grant assistance of
Rs. 3891.83 lac, out of which an amount of Rs. 2931.06 lac has been released and utilisation certificates
for an amount of Rs. 2634.90 lac, has also been received. Out of total schemes sanctioned, 36 schemes
have already been completed and other schemes are at various stages of completion.

Support to Building Material Industries
HUDCO extends financial assistance through equity and term loan support to the building material industries
for manufacturing building materials and components, which are innovative, and alternates to the conventional
options. These alternate building material utilize agricultural and industrial wastes, are energy efficient
and environmentally appropriate options. A major thrust is laid to support flyash based building material
industry and also alternates to timber in different parts of the country. Till date, 30 building material
industrial units have been supported with a HUDCO assistance of Rs. 29.48 crore.  Some of the waste to
wealth products identified are Gypsum products being manufactured from phosphogypsum waste of fertilizer
industries, fly-ash based building products such as bricks, blocks, tiles, pipes etc. being manufactured
from fly-ash of thermal power plants, Cast polymer product being manufactured from marble waste, and
Partition and ceiling boards being manufactured from agricultural waste. The PVC profile acts as a substitute
for conventional wooden frames.

IMPLEMENTATION OF COMMUNITY TOILETS AND SANITATION PROGRAMME
(Sanjha Swachhata Abhiyan)

HUDCO, as part of its social responsibility initiative, makes continued efforts for promoting clean habitats.
As part of its efforts, recently HUDCO has taken an initiative for providing better basic sanitation facilities
to benefit the people by launching the “Community Toilet and Sanitation Programme” (Sanjha Swachhata
Abhiyan). This programme was launched on 30th January, 2006 at Jhajjar, Haryana with the objective of
ensuring clean habitats. The programme envisages to fund construction of community toilets in schools,
institutes, hospitals, busy market places, bus stands, railway stations, slum localities, etc.  Towards the
same, HUDCO would be providing subsidy for the WC seats/bath complexes up to a maximum of
Rs. 20,000 per seat. The subsidy component of HUDCO for the scheme is available to the nominated
Government Agencies, Corporate State Agencies, NGOs, CBOs and Charitable trusts/Institutions. HUDCO
would also be providing soft loan assistance to such agencies, which undertake construction work for the
said project.
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So far 20 schemes have been sanctioned with a total grant assistance of Rs. 461 lac. In addition, a total
loan assistance of Rs. 50.33 lac has been sanctioned for 4 schemes for construction of 2304 WC/Bath
facilities. Till 2009-10, an amount of Rs. 208.10 lac of HUDCO Grant and Rs. 24.33 lac of HUDCO loan
have been released to the implementing agencies.

CONSULTANCY AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT INITIATIVES

Apart from funding projects, a distinct thrust has been extended to technical consultancy activities by
utilizing its inherent strength of technical personnel, long experience and expertise in the fields of Architecture
and Urban Planning. During the year, HUDCO has been involved in various facets of consultancy services.

With a view to enhance the fee-based activities, HUDCO has developed proficiency in preparation of
Detailed Project Reports for housing and infrastructure development for slums. During the year, HUDCO
has undertaken the work for preparation of DPRs under BSUP and IHSDP schemes of JNNURM for
Meerut, Hastinapur and Bangaluru. Further, appraisal of DPRs for funding/approval by the Government for
projects under JNNURM programme has also been undertaken. HUDCO has also undertaken the
assignment of Project Management Consultancy in Patna for BSUP projects under JNNURM.

In continuation to on-going Consultancy Project for Pilgrim Centre, the State Government of Sikkim has
entrusted extended works of the project. HUDCO has been involved in the preparation of a Tourism Plan
for Yamuna Nagar, Panchkula and Paonta Sahib Tourism Circuit. The plan entails identification of tourist
destinations in the above districts. By developing these, destinations would serve as new tourist attractions.

The institutional building at Tilak Marg, Delhi for Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) is being designed as
green building. In addition, HUDCO is providing comprehensive architectural services for the development
of its Regional Office buildings at Jaipur, Jammu, Panchkula, Kolkata, etc., and also institutional complex
at Noida. Apart from ASI building, HUDCO intends to make the institutional complex at NOIDA and

Pilgrim Centre, Namchi, Sikkim
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Regional Office building at Jaipur as energy efficient green buildings. Recently, Karnataka State Police
Housing Corporation (KSPHC) has entrusted 3 projects accommodating its requirements of housing,
office, commercial, clubs, etc. to be designed by HUDCO.

As part of the urban and regional planning consultancy initiatives, the works relating to preparation of
Master Plans for 8 cities have been completed. In addition, preparation of city development plans for 8
towns and preparation of state urban development strategy for Jharkhand are under completion. Further,
a new assignment for preparation of development plan for Kailashahar in Tripura has been received, which
is under preparation.

Another significant initiative of HUDCO towards diversification of its sphere of fee based consultancy
activities is the decentralization of its consultancy activities to the Regional Offices. With this initiative,
many of the Regional Offices such as Chennai, Jaipur, Chandigarh, Patna, Guwahati and Kohima
have also initiated consultancy/fee-based assignments at the Regional level. At present, Chennai Regional
Consultancy Unit has undertaken a large number of consultancy assignments pertaining to social housing
and tourism development, having a spread of the Puducherry state and other areas. Above all, there is a
tremendous scope to explore legal and financial consultancy including loan syndication also.

HUDCO NIWAS – INDIVIDUAL HOUSING LOAN SCHEME

HUDCO Niwas has a network of 29 offices throughout the country and offers customer friendly individual
housing loans to Resident Indians/ Non-Resident Indians, under the options of Fixed as well as Floating
interest rates. The loans are extended for various purposes like construction/purchase of house/flat/plot,
extend or improve the existing house or flat, re-financing of existing housing loans, loan against residential
property. Bulk loans to the State Governments/para-statals institutions for giving House Building Advance
(HBA) to their employees are also offered under HUDCO Niwas. In addition, bulk loans to other Housing
Finance Companies are also provided. HUDCO also sanctions individual loans to EWS and LIG
beneficiaries, as part of the Government of India’s programme of Interest Subsidy for Housing the Urban
Poor (ISHUP).

Consultancy project at Bodhgaya, Bihar
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Under HUDCO Niwas, till 2009-10, an amount of Rs. 3894.52 crore has been disbursed for 3,27,921
applications/beneficiaries. This includes retail loans provided to 30,680 individual beneficiaries with a total
amount of Rs. 877.83 crore. During this year, as part of the HUDCO Niwas portfolio, an amount of
Rs. 30.86 crore has been disbursed to 634 beneficiaries.

HUDCO has also decided to sanction HUDCO Niwas loans to EWS & LIG beneficiaries, with simplified
procedures and low rates of interest, under the ISHUP programme of the Government of India.

NEW INITIATIVES

During the year, towards improving the business relationship with the State Governments as well as
Public Sector Institutions, a special emphasis was laid on generation and sanction of projects for this
sector. This has helped in improving the proportion of loans extended to this sector in the overall sanctions
achieved during the year. Special efforts by the Social Housing & Core Infrastructure (SBU) during the
year, such as competitive interest rates for the EWS/ LIG housing loans and larger contribution as part of
the viability gap funding for JNNURM approved schemes, etc. have resulted in improvement in the sanctions
and releases for this portfolio.

Towards improving the quality of loan portfolio, the Emerging Sector (SBU) has laid stress on business
association with Government of India Navratna/ Miniratna Public Sector Undertakings as well as State
Government Undertakings.  This has helped in improving the quantum of sanctions to prestigious PSU
clients during the year.

FUTURE OUTLOOK

With its techno financial assistance, HUDCO has consistently played a significant role in supporting
housing and infrastructure delivery in the country. In the current context of major programmes for housing
for weaker sections and also provision of infrastructure (both the network based as well as city based)
HUDCO’s role would continue to be important.  In the ongoing JNNURM programme as well as in the
upcoming Rajiv Awas Yojana, HUDCO’s relevance is amplified both in funding as well as extending technical
assistance. HUDCO’s continued role in project formulation, appraisal and also implementation on selective

Office Complex of Forest Department Punjab
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basis would continue to increase, which would reiterate its position as a techno-financial Institution. In the
special programmes of the Government, in which emphasis is being laid for providing and improving
access to housing for the weaker sections, HUDCO’s role would continue to increase. This would place
and project HUDCO as an Institution of eminence assisting the Government in addressing one of the most
essential needs of the society – housing with associated infrastructure.

Towards meeting the emerging challenges of the sector and meeting the vision of the Government in
respect of housing and urban development sector, HUDCO is geared up with setting up of Strategic
Business Units (SBUs) for focussed sectoral attention. With the full implementation of the integrated
ERP solutions covering various facets of HUDCO’s activities, which is under way at present, HUDCO is
poised to meet the requirements comprehensively.

HUMAN SETTLEMENT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE (HSMI)

HSMI is the Research & Training Division of HUDCO, and its activities are supported by a core group of
qualified and experienced professionals from various disciplines.  HSMI continued its efforts to provide
capacity building to the professionals engaged in the Housing & Urban Development Sector including
HUDCO’s borrowing agencies, Local Bodies, NGOs, private sector Housing Finance Institutions etc.
HSMI is one of the identified Nodal Resource Centre on behalf of the Ministry of Housing & Urban Poverty
Alleviation, to coordinate various training and documentation activities under IEC (Information, Education
& Communication) component of the Swarna Jayanti Shahari Rojgar Yojana (SJSRY), which is a major
poverty alleviation programme of the Government of India.

During the year, 226 training programmes have been organized for 6319 professional functionaries from
Urban Local Bodies implementing SJSRY programmes in various states.  These programmes have been
organized both at HSMI and in different states in collaboration with HUDCO Chair Institutions. During the
year, HSMI also organized 38 in-house Training programmes for 829 HUDCO employees on areas covering
Consultancy Management, Project Appraisal, Project Management, Legal Issues in Financing of Housing
& Infrastructure Projects, IT Applications, Management and Behavioural related issues. In addition, HSMI
in association with NAREDCO had organized three Training Programmes for the Real Estate Professionals
in which 135 professionals participated. Thus in all, during the year, HSMI training programmes covered
7283 personnel with a total of 22008 mandays training extended. HSMI also carried out a series of
professional networking events/interactions with various National and International agencies and also
state level Institutions under the HUDCO Chair to exchange experiences on urban development issues.

The Research and Training activities of HUDCO Chair Institutions cover a range of issues of strategic
importance in the housing and urban development sector such as urban governance, finance, disaster
management, project development, urban poverty alleviation and provision of basic services, urban planning,
IT applications and implementation of schemes such as JNNURM, SJSRY, etc.  These Institutions have
carried out such activities through intensive networking with agencies working at the State, National and
International levels and have provided a platform for HUDCO and Government of India for conducting
capacity building exercises in a decentralized manner and establish contacts with a range of stakeholders
at various levels.  Two issues of the HUDCO magazine ‘Shelter’ (Vol.11 No.3 & 4) was also brought out
during the year   2009-10, incorporating a large number of research and professional articles of contemporary
relevance.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MoU)

MoU between HUDCO and Ministry of Housing and Urban  Poverty Alleviation
HUDCO and the Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation have signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) for the year 2010-11 in regard to various operational performance parameters.  The
MoU envisages significant growth in the operations of HUDCO in the Housing and Urban Development
sector with a sanction of about Rs.16500 crore and release of Rs. 5775 crore for the sector during the
year. The MoU also provides a major role for HUDCO in the implementation of the Government’s projects
such as the Interest Subsidy for Housing the Urban Poor (ISHUP), JNNURM and the Rajiv Awas Yojana
with its contributions covering both funding and fee based consultancy services.
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CREDIT RATING

HUDCO’s long-term credit rating has been upgraded to ‘AA+ (ind)’ by M/s Fitch Ratings India Private
Limited. Your Directors are  happy to report that M/s CARE Ratings have upgraded the rating of unsecured
long term Bonds Programme of HUDCO from AA to AA+.  Further, M/s Brickwork Ratings have awarded
AAA rating to HUDCO’s long-term non-convertible debentures/bonds.  This is highest ever rating assigned
to HUDCO since inception on a stand-alone basis.  These upgradation and ratings will benefit your
Company in accessing resources at a lower cost.

VIGILANCE FUNCTION IN HUDCO

The Corporate Vigilance Department continued to work on improving systems and procedures in the
working of the Company. In line with CVC’s directions, several steps were initiated as part of preventive
vigilance by putting in place and implementing e-governance by the concerned Wings of the Company
and Regional Offices. Besides this, proper formulation of R&P Rules was emphasized.

Inspection of Regional Offices at Hyderabad, Bhubaneswar and Guwahati were carried out during the year
and employees were detailed for the preventive aspects of Vigilance. Vigilance Awareness Week was
observed by the Company from 3rd November to 7th November, 2009 at the Head Office as well as at all the
Regional Offices.

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION

HUDCO has been making concerted efforts in implementing the Official Language Policy of Government
of India in all its offices and encouraging the employees at all levels to achieve the targets set in the
Annual Official Language Programme issued by Government of India. In this context, during the year
2009-10, 15 officers/employees were nominated for participation in various official language workshops.
During the year, various Hindi workshops and meetings of the Official Language Implementation Committee
were held. The Bhopal Regional Office has organized a one-day official language workshop for members
of the Bhopal Town Official Language Implementation Committee in association with two other undertakings.
The month of September, 2009 was celebrated as ‘Rajbhasha Month’ at Corporate Office as well as in the
Regional Offices during which, in addition to promoting the use of Hindi in official work, various competitions
were organized and Official Language inspections were conducted by the Company at its (Jaipur, Guwahati,
Chandigarh, Jammu, Patna, Bangalore and Mumbai) Regional Offices to ascertain the status of
implementation of Official Language policy. During the year, Guwahati Regional Office was inspected by
the Parliamentary Committee of Official Language and the progressive use of Hindi in this office was found
satisfactory. In recognition of our efforts towards progressive use of Hindi in HUDCO, the Regional Offices

Essay writing competition during Vigilance Awareness Week
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at Bhopal, Thiruvananthapuram, Dehradun and Chandigarh were awarded by the respective Town Official
Language Implementation Committee - NARAKAS.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Your Directors are glad to report that your Company has achieved Profit before Tax and after prior period
adjustment of Rs. 785.82 crore during the year as against Rs. 656.50 crore in the previous year. The Net
Profit stood at Rs. 495.31 crore during the year, as against Rs. 400.99 crore in the previous year. Your
Directors are happy to report that this is the highest profit after tax recorded by HUDCO ever. The total
Reserves and Surplus stood at Rs. 3095.19 crore as on 31.03.2010.

DIVIDEND

Your Directors are pleased to recommend a final dividend of Rs. 59.08 crore for the year ended
31st March, 2010

STRESSED ASSETS MANAGEMENT

Your Company is regularly following up vigorously with the agencies and also pursuing legal actions for
the recovery of defaulted amount. Through persistent efforts, the net NPA has come down to 0.52% during
the year as compared to 4.87% in the previous year. Your Company has also created adequate additional
provision as a matter of caution.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Your Company has an Asset Liability Management Committee, which meets periodically to assess and
take actions for meeting various risks like interest rate risk, liquidity mismatch risk etc. A Risk Management
Cell has also been established.

NET WORTH AND DEBT EQUITY RATIO

The net worth of the Company stood at Rs. 5097.09 crore as on 31.03.2010 as against the net worth of
Rs. 4647.46 crore on 31.03.2009. The borrowings from all sources stood at Rs. 15520.48 crore as on
31.03.2010. The Debt Equity Ratio of the Company as on 31.03.2010 works out to 3.04:1.

RESOURCE MOBILISATION

During the year, your Company mobilized its resources through Banking Sector Funds and Public Deposits.
The incremental cost of borrowing from Banking Sector Loan has decreased by 18% and that for Public
Deposit by 21.37% from the previous financial year. The total incremental cost for the resources mobilized
during the year has declined by 17.17% as compared to previous year.

COST REDUCTION MEASURES

Efforts to identify costly loans/liabilities, wherein the interest rates could be reset or the outstanding loan
could be foreclosed, continued during the year.  High cost loans/bonds amounting to Rs. 3022.69 crore
were prepaid during the year. It would be imperative to highlight that by virtue of term loan agreement
executed with the respective lender(s), no prepayment penalty in respect of loans foreclosed have been
paid.  Pursuant to the Company’s request, interest rate was reset downwards in respect of Rs. 2500.86
crore of loans availed from the banking sector (excluding Rs. 400 crore refinance loan availed from NHB
and the loans which were reset during the year, but were finally prepaid). All these measures enabled the
Company to bring down the cost of borrowings.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Your Company imparts utmost importance to good Corporate Governance and as per the required provisions,
a Corporate Governance Report and Auditors’ Certificate regarding compliance of Corporate Governance
norms, forms part of the Directors’ Report.
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS REPORT

As per the required provisions, a Management Discussion and Analysis Report, forms part of the Directors’
Report.

DECLARATION OF CODE OF CONDUCT

The Board of Directors of your Company has laid down HUDCO’s Code of Conduct and Ethics for all
Board Members and Senior Management personnel of the Company and the same has been placed on
the website as well. The Board Members and Senior Management personnel have affirmed compliance
with the Code.

AUDIT REVIEW

Statutory Auditors’ report to the members and comments of the Board of Directors thereon, are
self-explanatory and form part of this report as required u/s 217(3) of the Companies Act, 1956.

PARTICULARS OF EMPLOYEES

As required under section 217(2A) of the Companies Act, 1956, the details of the employees who were
employed throughout the year and were in receipt of remuneration for that financial year in aggregate of
not less than Rs. 24,00,000/- or employed for a part of the year and were in receipt of remuneration for that
part of financial year in the aggregate of not less than Rs. 2,00,000/- per month, is as follows: -

LISTING OF SECURITIES

The Stock Exchanges, wherein your Company bonds are listed as on 31.03.2010, are as follows: -

1. National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. (NSE)
2. Delhi Stock Exchange Association Ltd. (DSE)

TRANSFER TO/FROM RESERVE AND SURPLUS

During the financial year, your Company has transferred Rs. 200 crore to Special Reserve, Rs. 2.26 crore
to Welfare Reserve, Rs. 221.99 crore to General Reserve and Rs.130 crore has been carried to balance
sheet. Further, an amount of Rs. 2.36 crore has been transferred from Welfare Reserve to Profit and Loss
Account and Rs. 125.47 crore has been transferred from Surplus Account to Profit and Loss Account.
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UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS

As mandated under the Housing Finance Companies (NHB) 2001, it is informed that the deposits matured
but not claimed as on 31st March, 2010 amounted to Rs. 6.41 crore against 382 FDRs and interest thereof
was of Rs. 1.33 crore. As per the procedure, regular reminder letters are sent to deposit holders of
unclaimed/unpaid deposits for claiming their maturity payment in time.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Since HUDCO is not a manufacturing Company and does not own any manufacturing unit, the disclosure
of particulars regarding Conservation of Energy are not applicable, however, efforts are made to use
energy efficient equipments in the office to ensure conservation of energy.

TECHNOLOGICAL ABSORPTION

HUDCO has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with IIT Delhi for synergising and spreading
Bamboo technology. It envisages setting up a National Resource Facility on Bamboo Technology (NRFBT)
to promote rural industrialization with focus on bamboo products by upgrading artisan skills, developing
improved processes, technology and machinery through scientific, technological and design inputs.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE EARNINGS AND OUTGO

During the year, the inflow of Foreign Exchange amounted to Rs. 4.25 crore and outflow of Foreign
Exchange was of Rs. 8.34 crore.

COMPOSITION OF AUDIT COMMITTEE

Your Company has an Audit Committee in compliance to the provisions of Section 292A of the Companies
Act, 1956 and DPE guidelines and it is dealt in detail in the Corporate Governance section later in the
Annual Report.

BUY-BACK OF SHARES

The President of India holds 100% shares of HUDCO and during the year, no offer has been made for
buy-back of shares. In view of the same, provisions of section 77A and 217(2B) of the Companies Act,
1956 are not required to be complied and the time limit for compliance for buy back of shares is, therefore,
not required.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF DEBENTURE-TRUSTEES

1. Axis Bank Ltd. Maker Tower F, 13th Floor, Cuffe Parade, Colaba, Mumbai-400005.

2. IL and FS Trust Company Limited, Plot C-22, G block, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra East,
Mumbai-400051.

3. IDBI Trusteeship Services Limited, Regd. Office: Asian Building, Ground Floor, 17, R Kamani Marg,
Ballard Estate, Mumbai-400001.

4. United Bank Of India, Block-P, 9/90, J C Das Building, Connaught Circus, New Delhi-110001.

EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTION SCHEME (ESOS)

HUDCO is a Government Company and all the shares are being held by the President of India. During the
year, no Employee Stock Option Scheme has been offered to the employees by the Company.
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REDEMPTION OF DEBENTURES/BONDS DURING THE YEAR

All the debentures/bonds, which were due for redemption during the year, were redeemed in that period
and the details are given below:

BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND CHANGE IN COMPOSITION OF BOA RD

During the year, 13 Board Meetings were held to transact the business of the Company. The Audit Committee
met 6 times during the year. The Government of India appointed Smt. Sudha Krishnan, JS&FA, MoHUPA,
as Part-Time Official Director on the Board of HUDCO w.e.f. 3rd December, 2009 in place of Dr. RK Vats.

Your Directors extend a warm welcome to Smt. Sudha Krishnan for being part of HUDCO. Your Directors
also place on record their appreciation for the valuable contribution made by Shri KL Dhingra during his
tenure, from 25.09.2007 to 07.04.2010 as Chairman & Managing Director and Dr. RK Vats during his
tenure from 18.05.2007 to 03.12.2009 as Director, HUDCO.

Further, Shri T Prabakaran, Director Finance, has been assigned the additional charge of the post of
Chairman & Managing Director of HUDCO, w.e.f. 13.04.2010 till 05.07.2010.

DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT

As required under Section 217 (2AA) of the Companies (Amendment) Act, 2000, the Directors of your
Company states hereunder:

(i) that in the preparation of the annual accounts, the applicable accounting standards have been
followed, alongwith proper explanation relating to material departures, if any;

(ii) that the Directors have selected such accounting policies  and applied them consistently and made
judgments and estimates that are reasonable and prudent, so as to give a true and fair view of the
state of affairs of the Company at the end of the financial year and of the profit and loss of the
Company for the financial year 2009-2010;

(iii) that the Directors have taken proper and sufficient care for the maintenance of adequate accounting
records in accordance with the provisions of this Act for safeguarding the assets of the Company
and for preventing and detecting fraud and other irregularities; and

(iv) that the Directors have prepared the annual accounts on a going concern basis.

Series Interest rate 
p.a. 

Redemption Amount 
(Rs. in crore) 

Redemption date Maturity/ Option 
exercised 

XIV B 12.50% 57.00 08.09.2009 Maturity 

XV B 8.25% 50.00 29.03.2010 Maturity 

XVI B 11.25% 35.30 31.03.2010 Maturity 

SIB - II 12.50% 1.09 23.03.2010 Maturity 

SPS - I 11.55% 1.90 10.06.2009 Maturity 

SPS-II 12.50% 4.18 15.06.2009 Maturity 

SPS-I 7.57% 1.90 10.12.2009 Maturity 

 SPS-II 12.50% 4.31 15.12.2009 Maturity 

XXXVI B 7.20% 4.50 29.03.2010 Put option 

HBS 02 A 8.65% 148.00 29.11.2009 Put option 

XXVIII 7.10% 2.20 06.03.2010 Put option 

Dr. PK Mohanty, AS & Mission Director (JNNURM), MoHUPA,  has been assigned the additional charge of the post of Chairman
& Managing Director of HUDCO, w.e.f. 05.07.2010.
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APPRECIATION AND GRATITUDE

Your Directors place on record their gratitude for the invaluable guidance and continued co-operation and
support extended by Ministries of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation, Urban Development, Rural
Development, Finance, External Affairs; the Planning Commission, Reserve Bank of India (RBI), National
Housing Bank (NHB), Bankers, Comptroller and Auditor General, Statutory Auditors and other Government
Departments. Your Directors also appreciate the continued support provided by the International Finance
Institutions such as Kreditanstalt fur Wideraufbau (KfW), Japan Bank of International Cooperation (JBIC),
Asian Development Bank (ADB), USAID, etc.

Your Directors are grateful to the various State Governments, Housing Boards, Development Authorities,
Municipal/Local Bodies and similar Institutions for their support and confidence reposed in your Company.
Your Directors are also thankful to the debenture/bond holders, depositors and other investors for their
patronage and unstinted support to the various instruments issued by HUDCO. The Directors also thank
the valuable clients of HUDCO Niwas, with whom HUDCO has nurtured close and mutually beneficial
relationship.

Your Directors also take this opportunity to acknowledge and appreciate the hard work and efforts put in
by all the members of HUDCO family, towards achievement of the all-round growth of the Company.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

Place : New Delhi Dr. P.K. Mohanty
Dated : 23rd July, 2010 Chairman and Managing Director

40th Annual Day Celebration of HUDCO
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS REPORT

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENTS

The financial year 2009-10 began with an uncertain outlook because of a significant drop in the GDP
growth rate during second half of the 2008-09 stemming from the sub-prime crisis that originated in 2007
in the US. However, during the course of the year the economy witnessed a decent recovery, especially
in the industrial sector. The GDP growth rate, which had slumped to 6.7% during 2008-09, is now estimated
to register 7.4% during 2009-10. The capital market and stock indices too reported a smart recovery. The
recovery has been the result of proactive policy intervention by the Government in terms of stimulus
measures, effective monetary management by the RBI and inherent resilience of the Indian economy.  In
the aftermath of global financial meltdown the Indian real estate sector was in the grip of a severe slowdown.
With general economic recovery setting in, the real estate sector too witnessed resurgence in activity
especially in the affordable housing segment.

Encouraged by the success of JNNURM, the Government has launched a new scheme called Rajiv Awas
Yojana (RAY), in June, 2009 with the vision of a slum-free India that aims at encouraging States/UTs to
progress beyond JNNURM and tackle the problem of slums holistically. As in JNNURM, the goals of RAY
which are driven and incentivized by the provision of central support for slum redevelopment and construction
of affordable housing conditional to a set of reforms necessary for urban development to become inclusive.
The Interest Subsidy Scheme for Housing the Urban Poor (ISHUP) was launched in 2008-09 and sought
to provide interest subsidy to EWS and LIG and facilitate institutional finance to these categories. The
Affordable Housing in Partnership scheme is an important step in the direction of building partnership
between various agencies/Government/parastatals/ULBs/private developers to face the challenge of housing.
Such continued initiatives by the Government on policy front helps keep the sector vibrant.

STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS

The Corporation is a long-standing techno-financial institution of 40 years with an established brand name
in Housing and Infrastructure Sector. The Corporation has an appreciable track record in dealing with a
variety of housing, real estate and infrastructure projects and have a strong image of outstanding
performance.  In the process, the Corporation has gained extensive experience and expertise in different
aspects of such types of projects. Starting from financing conventional urban infrastructure projects,
HUDCO has also added other type of infrastructure projects in its portfolio.  This rich legacy of experience
over the years is the main strength of HUDCO. Further, with the nationwide network in all States and UTs,
the Corporation has a wide coverage of all stakeholders including government, public sector, private
sector, NGO’s and individuals with field networking & decentralised operations, through a wide range of
skilled manpower, broad spectrum of operations and range of products. A separate and well-equipped set-
up at HSMI for research and training to impart skill upgradation/capacity building for in-house as well as
borrowing agencies’ professionals with latest practices and innovative ideas for project implementation, is
another strength of HUDCO.

During the year, Indian Registrar Quality System (IRQS), the quality auditors have made a systematic
and detailed assessment of various processes, procedures & quality plans of HUDCO and after in-depth
evaluation, Company was awarded ISO 9001:2008 certification by IRQS, which has accreditation with
National Accreditation Board for Certification Bodies (NABCB) and RVA (an International Accreditation
Body). HUDCO has been appreciated for quality management for all of its activities through systematic
procedures, covering projects and retail financing services, resource mobilization for funding, consultancy,
joint venture, training, research and networking in human settlement planning and management.

Due to long gestation period and large capital outlay, the risk level in housing and infrastructure projects
is high. The various risks involed are credit risk, market risk, liquidity risk, regulatory restrictions, forex
risk, operational risk and ability to manintain its recovery performance and assets quality.
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OPPORTUNITIES, THREATS, RISKS AND CONCERN

With a rapidly urbanizing India and population growth, there lies an enormous potential for HUDCO in both
the housing as well as the infrastructure sector. The urban housing shortage in the country is currently
estimated at a whopping 26.53 million units as on 2012. On the infrastructure front, the investment
requirement for the infrastructure sector has been pegged at USD 500 billion during the Eleventh Plan
period (2007-12). In the run up to the Twelfth Plan, the Government now foresees that the fund requirement
for the infrastructure would be USD 1 trillion - double the amount of Eleventh Plan. There is a substantial
scope for financing key commercially viable sectors such as townships, roads & highways, power, and
infrastructure relating to tourism development, educational, and economic sectors.

The environment of free market economy is causing greater competition for HUDCO in resource mobilisation
as well as project financing. New institutions are coming up with better resources and support systems /
networking in housing and infrastructure sector with innovative products. Further, the real estate and
infrastructure projects are characterised by heavy capital investment, long gestation and payback periods
which are highly sensitive to various domestic and international economic factors, which pose a number
of risks. The outbreak of sub-prime crisis has shown how unbridled lending in housing and real estate can
wreak havoc on the interconnected global financial system directly and indirectly. Hence various risks
associated with the projects need to be assessed and monitored closely on a continual basis.

SEGMENT-WISE OR PRODUCT-WISE PERFORMANCE

This has already been discussed in Housing and Urban Infrastructure section of the Directors’ Report.

OUTLOOK

Detail on outlook has already been discussed in the ‘Future Outlook’ Section of the Directors’ Report.

INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEMS AND THEIR ADEQUACY

Internal control system entails the overall control environment established by the management of an
organisation for effective & efficient monitoring and control of its operations. It endeavors to ensure adherence
to the management policies, safeguarding of assets of the enterprise and proper accounting & recording
of the business transactions.

HUDCO has an internal control system with adequate checks and balances in various operational areas.
It is regulated and controlled by Master Circulars, Operational Circulars, Guidelines, Checklists, and
Manuals etc., which ensure the proper functioning of the internal control system. There is also a detailed
system of authorisation of transactions through delegation of authority and responsibility. The norms for
concurrence of the proposals are prescribed for technical, legal and financial areas and their adherence is
ensured. The financial transactions of HUDCO are recorded in the tailor-made Software Package with
inbuilt control mechanism. These are constantly reviewed and updated, keeping in view the latest
developments on the economic scenario and experiences learnt during the course of operations.

DISCUSSION ON FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE WITH RESPECT TO  OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

This portion has already been discussed in the Directors’ Report under the heading ‘Operational
achievements’.

MATERIAL DEVELOPMENTS IN HUMAN RESOURCES, INDUSTRIA L RELATIONS FRONT, INCLUDING
NUMBER OF PEOPLE EMPLOYED

During the year, 713 employees were nominated/sponsored for training both in India and abroad.  As a
part of employee welfare measure, the Company extended various loans and advances to the employees.
The total employee strength of your Company stood at 1007 employees comprising of 668 executives and
319 non-executives as on 31st March, 2010. The total number of women employees was 282, out of which
55 belonged to SC/ST category. HUDCO continues to follow the Government policies on reservation for
SC/ST/OBCs etc.  Out of the total strength, there were 183 SCs, 62 STs, 82 OBCs, 17 Physically
Handicapped and 27 Ex-servicemen employees.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND CONSERVATION, TECHNOLO GICAL CONSERVATION,
RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENTS, FOREIGN EXCHANGE CON SERVATION

This portion has already been discussed in the Directors’ Report. Further, Renewable Energy Development
is not an area of operation of HUDCO.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Since its inception, HUDCO has been actively involved in providing housing to the EWS and LIG categories
throughout the country. Apart from this, HUDCO has been closely associated with the implementation of
various schemes and programmes of the Ministry from time to time (like ILCS, VAMBAY, JNNURM etc.),
which cater to the vulnerable sections of the society. Further, HUDCO’s own programmes like adoption of
model villages/ bastis, promotion of building centres and techno-financial assistance during calamities
like earthquakes, cyclones, etc. are other examples of HUDCO’s contribution to the society. In order to
give further impetus to the CSR activities, HUDCO’s Board has approved the basic framework of CSR in
HUDCO including the allocation of 3% of its net profit for related activities. The Department of Public
Enterprise (DPE) has issued guidelines on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) for Central Public
Sector Enterprises. Based on these guidelines, HUDCO has taken up the matter for formulating its own
CSR policy.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT

Statements in the Management Discussion and Analysis Report with regard to projections, estimates
and expectations have been made in good faith. Many unforeseen factors may come into play and affect
the actual results, which could be different from what the Management envisages in terms of performance
and outlook. The Management of the Company reserves the right to re-visit any of the predictive statements
to decide the best course of action for meeting social and human obligations.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT

A well-defined and enforced framework for corporate governance provides a structure that works for
the benefit of everyone concerned by ensuring that the enterprise adheres to accepted ethical standards
and best practices as well as to formal laws. Key elements of good corporate governance principles
embrace qualities such as honesty, trust and integrity, openness, performance orientation,
responsibility and accountability, mutual respect, and an overriding commitment to the organization.

1. COMPANY’S PHILOSOPHY ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Sound corporate governance practices and ethical business conduct remain at the core of HUDCO’s
value system and always been an integral part of the policy. HUDCO’s philosophy on corporate
governance stems from its belief that timely disclosure, transparent accounting policies and strong
and independent Boards go a long way in maximizing corporate value.  HUDCO is a government
company and the entire equity is held in the name of the President of India and its nominees who
have been holding shares on behalf of the President of India. However, for mobilization of funds,
Bonds/Debentures are issued from time to time and are listed on the stock exchanges. HUDCO has
its own Code of Conduct and Ethics in compliance of DPE guidelines, which is placed on the website
of the company. Upgradation of procedures and systems is an ongoing process and your Company
continued its efforts towards bringing transparency and reviewing its procedures and systems regularly
for raising the standards of corporate governance.

2. BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The Board of HUDCO consists of executive/non-executive Director(s), with varied skills and experience.

2.1 Compositions and Category of Directors

The Composition of the Board as on 31.03.2010 is as follows

The Board of Directors of the Company does not have sufficient number of Independent Directors as
required under the DPE guidelines, which are applicable on HUDCO. The matter has been taken up
with the Government of India for the appointment of Independent Directors to bring the composition of
the Board in line with the requirement of the said guidelines.

The condition as per DPE guidelines, that the number of Functional Directors (including CMD/MD)
should not exceed 50% of the actual strength of the Board, is being complied with by HUDCO.

Whole-Time Directors(Including Chairman and Managing Director) Two

Non-Executive Government Directors Two

Independent Director (Part-Time Non-Official Director) Four

Total ��������������������
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2.2   Attendance Record of the Director(s) during t he financial year 2009 -10

* The last AGM was held on 24th August, 2009.

2.3 Details of the Directors and other Directorship( s) held by them, as reported, during the
financial year 2009-10:

Sl. 
No. 

Director(s) Executive / Non Executive Qualification  No. of outside 
Director 

ship(s) held 
1. Shri KL Dhingra 

(From 24.09.2007 to 
07.04.2010) 

Whole-Time Director 
(Chairman and Managing Director) 

M.Com,  
MBA(Fin.), 
CAIIB, ACIB 

- 

2. Dr. RK Vats  
(From 18.05.2007 to 
03.12.2009) 

Non–Executive 
(Part-Time Official Director)  

MBBS 
(IAS) 

3 

3. Dr. PK Mohanty 
(From 02.01.2009)  

Non–Executive 
(Part-Time Official Director)  

PhD 
(IAS) 

- 

4. Smt. Sudha Krishnan 
(From 03.12.2009) 

Non–Executive 
(Part-Time Official Director)  

MA, MPA 
(IA&AS) 

3 

5. Shri Rajpal Singh Solanki 
(From 08.12.2005) 

Non–Executive 
(Part-Time Official Director)  

CA 2 

6. Shri Dinesh Mahajan 
(From 26.12.2007) 

Non–Executive 
(Part-Time Non-Official Director)  

Engineer - 

7. Smt. Nirmala Samant 
Prabhavalkar 
(From 08.04.2008)  

Non–Executive 
(Part-Time Non-Official Director) 

Lawyer - 

8. Dr. RB Barman 
(From 31.07.2009) 

Non–Executive 
(Part-Time Non-Official Director)  

PhD (Eco) - 

9. Shri T Prabakaran  
(From 29.12.2004)  

Whole-Time Director (Finance) B.Com, CA - 

10. Shri SK Tripathi  
(From 14.11.2006 to 
11.06.2009) 

Whole-Time Director 
(Corporate Planning) 

BE (Mech.) - 

No. of Board Meeting(s) SI.
No.

Director(s) Tenure 
Held during 

their tenure in 
2009-10 

Attended 
Last AGM 
Attended 

1. Shri KL Dhingra  (From 24.09.2007 
to 07.04.2010) 

13 11 Yes 
(As Chairman 
and Managing 

Director) 
2. Dr. RK Vats  (From 18.05.2007 

to 03.12.2009) 
8 4 Yes 

(Also as a 
shareholder) 

3. Dr. PK Mohanty  (From 02.01.2009) 13 8 - 
4. Smt. Sudha Krishnan (From 03.12.2009) 5 5 - 
5. Shri Rajpal Singh 

Solanki 
(From 08.12.2005) 13 13 Yes 

(Also as 
Chairman of the 

Audit Committee) 
6. Shri Dinesh Mahajan (From 26.12.2007) 13 12 Yes 
7. Smt. Nirmala Samant 

Prabhavalkar  
(From 08.04.2008) 13 11 Yes 

8. Dr. RB Barman (From 31.07.2009) 8 7 Yes 
9. Shri T Prabakaran (From 29.12.2004) 13 13 Yes 

10. Shri SK Tripathi (From 14.11.2006 
to 11.06.2009) 

2 2 - 
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None of the Directors on the Board of HUDCO is a member of more than 10 Committees (Audit
Committee and Shareholders’ Grievance Committee), and Chairman of more than 5 Committees
(Audit Committee and Shareholders’ Grievance Committee), across all the companies (Public Limited)
in which, he/she/they is/are the Director(s).

2.4 Details of the Board Meeting(s) held during the financial year 2009-10:
During the year, the Board of Directors met 13 times to transact the business of the Company, the
details of which are as follows:

2.5 Declaration of the Code of Conduct
The Board of Directors of your Company has laid down HUDCO’s Code of Conduct and Ethics for all
Board Members and Senior Management Personnel of the Company as per the DPE guidelines and
the same has been placed on the website. All the Board Members and Senior Management Personnel
have affirmed compliance with the Code.

Declaration

It is hereby declared that the Company has obtained from the Board and Senior Management Personnel
of the Company, affirmation that they have complied with the HUDCO’s Code of Conduct and Ethics.
The said affirmation is subject to:

1. The condition of not less than fifty percent of board members being non–executive and independent,
is not complied with;

2. The Company has complied with all applicable Accounting Standards issued by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India, except Accounting Standard AS-9 “Revenue Recognition” regarding
accounting of application fees, front-end-fees, administrative fees and processing fees on loans
on realisation basis instead of accrual basis;

3. The Company is not able to comply with National Housing Bank’s credit concentration norms in
respect of lending to some State Governments/ State Government Agencies.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

Place : New Delhi Dr. PK Mohanty
Dated : 23rd July, 2010 Chairman and Managing Director

Sl No. Date of Meeting(s) Place No. of Director(s) 
Present 

1. 13.04.2009 New Delhi 6 
2. 27.04.2009 New Delhi 5 
3. 23.06.2009 New Delhi 6 
4. 07.07.2009 New Delhi 6 
5. 22.07.2009 New Delhi 6 
6. 24.08.2009 New Delhi 7 
7. 29.09.2009 New Delhi 6 
8. 15.10.2009 New Delhi 6 
9. 23.12.2009 New Delhi 7 
10. 10/13.02.2010 New Delhi 8 
11. 24.02.2010 New Delhi 8 
12. 05.03.2010 New Delhi 7 
13. 12.03.2010 New Delhi 8 
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3. AUDIT COMMITTEE

3.1  Brief Description
The Company has an Audit Committee, in accordance with the provisions of Section 292A of the
Companies Act, 1956 read with DPE Guidelines. The Audit Committee of the Company, as on 31st

March, 2010, consists of one Part-Time Official Director and Two Part-Time Non-Official Directors and
Chairman of the Audit Committee is an Independent Director.

The scope and functions of the Committee inter-alia all statutory requirements includes review of
financial reporting systems, review of the quarterly/half yearly and annual financial performance
statements before submission to the Board, for consideration. Further, it includes review of the internal
audit system, internal/statutory audit reports etc. with the management. Role of the Audit Committee
includes discussion and reviewing with the Internal Auditors any significant findings on any internal
investigation by the internal auditors into matters of suspected fraud and irregularity. The Head of the
Finance Department, Statutory Auditors and Internal Auditors of the Company are also invited for the
meeting of the Audit Committee. The Company Secretary acts as the Secretary to the Audit Committee.
The recommendations of the Audit Committee were considered/accepted and implemented by the
Board.

3.2 Composition of the Audit Committee
The Audit Committee comprised of the following members during the year.

Secretary to the Audit Committee:

3.3 Audit Committee Meetings and Attendance for the  year 2009-10
The Audit Committee met six times during the year as per the following details:

Sl. 
No.

Name of Members Tenure as Audit 
Committee Member 

Executive/Non-Executive 

1. Shri Rajpal Singh Solanki 
(Chairman of the Audit 
Committee) 

(From 08.12.2005) Non–Executive Director 
(Part-Time Non-Official/ Independent 
Director) 

2. Dr. RK Vats (From18.05.2007 to 
03.12.2009) 

Non-Executive Director (Part-Time 
Official Director) 

3.  Shri Dinesh Mahajan (From 30.01.2008) Non-Executive Director (Part-Time 
Non-Official/ Independent Director) 

4. Smt. Sudha Krishnan (From 23.12.2009) Non-Executive Director (Part-Time 
Official Director) 

Shri H Verma 
(From 27.06.2008) 

Company Secretary, HUDCO 

Sl. No. Date of Meeting(s) Place No. of Member(s) Pr esent 

1. 27.04.2009 New Delhi 3 

2. 23.06.2009 New Delhi 3 

3. 22.07.2009 New Delhi 3 

4. 14.10.2009 New Delhi 2 

5. 24.11.2009 New Delhi 2 

6. 10.02.2010 New Delhi 3 
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Shri T Prabakaran, Director (Finance) attended the Audit Committee meetings as special invitee.

4. REMUNERATION COMMITTEE

4.1 As per clause 83(2) of the Articles of Associations of HUDCO, the remuneration payable to its
Whole-Time Directors (Executive) is approved by the President of India through HUDCO’s
Administrative Ministry i.e. ‘Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation’. Further, a
Remuneration Committee for PRP has been constituted by the Board as per the DPE guidelines
which is headed by the Independent Director ‘to decide the annual bonus/variable pay pool and
policy for its distribution across the Executives and Non-Unionised Supervisors’ within the
prescribed limits.

4.2 Part-time Non-official Director(s) are only paid sitting fees for attending each Board/Audit Committee/
Committee of Directors’/ Sub-Group meeting.

4.3 Details of Remuneration of Directors
Details of the remuneration of the Functional Directors, as per DPE Guidelines are as follows: -

Details of payments towards sitting fee to Independent Directors are as given below: -

Part-time Official Directors, being Government nominees, are not entitled to any remuneration or
sitting fee by the Company.

5. SHAREHOLDERS/ INVESTORS GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE

HUDCO, being a Government Company, the entire Share Capital is held by the President of India and
its nominees. Hence, no Shareholders/Investors Grievance Committee is required to be constituted.

No. of Audit Committee Meeting(s) Sl.No. Name of Member of the Audit 
Committee Held during their 

tenure in 2009-10 
Attended 

1. Shri Rajpal Singh Solanki 
(Chairman of the Audit Committee) 

6 6 

2. 
Dr. RK Vats 
(Till 03.12.2009) 

5 4 

3. Shri Dinesh Mahajan 6 5 

4. 
Smt. Sudha Krishnan 
(From 03.12.2009) 

1 1 

Sl. 
 No.

Name of Director Salary 
(Rs.) 

Benefits 
(Rs.) 

Bonus/ 
Commission 

ex-gratia (Rs.) 

Performance 
Linked 

Incentives (Rs.)

Total  
(Rs.) 

1. Shri KL Dhingra 
(Chairman and 
Managing Director)  

1098528 2029992 0 205000 3333520 

2. Shri T Prabakaran 
(Director Finance)  

1020756 2380888 0 190000 3591644 

3. Shri SK Tripathi 
(Director Corporate 
Planning) 

119728 464539 0 13867 598134 

Sitting Fee SI. 
No. 

Name of the Non-Official Director 
Board Meeting 

(Rs.) 
Committee 

Meeting (Rs.) 

Total 
(Rs.) 

1.  Sh. Rajpal Singh Solanki 65000 56000 121000 
2.  Sh. Dinesh Mahajan 60000 40000 100000 
3.  Smt. Nirmala S Prabhavalkar 55000 8000 63000 
4.  Dr. Radha Binod Barman 35000 0 35000 
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6. DETAILS OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING(s): -

6.1  Date, location and time of the last three AGM of the Company

6.2 Resolution through Postal Ballot
No resolution has been passed through Postal Ballot during the financial year 2009 -10.

7.  DISCLOSURES

a) There were no material transactions with the Directors or the Management or their relatives that
may have potential conflict with the interest of the Company at large.

b) The Company has complied with NHB Directions except Credit Concentration norms in respect
of lending to few State Government/ State Government Agencies. HUDCO has sought relaxation
in Credit Concentration Norms from NHB and the matter has been taken up in this regard. As on
date of the approval of accounts, the number of Independent Director(s) on the Board of the
Company are not sufficient.

c) As part of the Directors’ Report, a Management Discussion and Analysis Report forms part of the
Annual Report to the shareholders.

d) The Company has complied with all applicable Accounting Standards issued by ICAI except
Accounting Standard (AS)- 9 regarding Revenue Recognition (refer Schedule S).

e) Related Party Transaction – Related Party transactions have been appropriately disclosed in
Schedule P relating to Personnel Expenses, Schedule Q relating to Administrative and Other
Expenses and Schedule T relating to Notes forming part of the Accounts.

f) During the year 2009-10, administrative and other expenses were Rs. 2312.44 lac being 1.33% of
total expenditure of Rs. 174340.01 lac incurred during the year.

g) The Company has a Whistle Blower Policy, empowering employees to report to the management
concerns about any unethical or improper activity/practice, actual or suspected fraud, or violation
of the Company’s general guidelines on Conduct & Ethics Policy. They are also empowered to
have access/report to the Audit Committee of the Company.

h) The Company’s Board is a mix of executive/non-executive Director(s) with vide range of skills,
experience and experience of different fields. For the professional development and knowledge of
HUDCO’s operating environment, the Management encouraged them to keep upto date on relevant
topical issues and provided/nominated them for various programmes from time to time.

8. PRESIDENTIAL DIRECTIVES

During the financial year 2009-10, no presidential directive has been received.

Financial 
Year 

Location Date Time Special 
Resolution 

Passed 
2008-2009 Registered Office, New Delhi 24.08.2009 11:00 a.m. - 
2007-2008 Registered Office, New Delhi 29.09.2008 10:00 a.m. - 
2006-2007 Registered Office, New Delhi 28.12.2007 3:00 p.m. - 
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9. MEANS OF COMMUNICATIONS:

10. GENERAL SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION

10.1 40th Annual General Meeting

10.2 Calendar for the financial year 2010-11 (Tenta tive )

10.3  Dividend Payment Date
The Board of Directors has recommended a final dividend of Rs. 59.08 crore for the year ending on
31.03.2010 and the same shall be paid within statutory time period, after its declaration/approval by
shareholders in the Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the Company.

10.4  Listing of Securities on Stock Exchanges
As on 31.03.2010, HUDCO Bonds are listed only on the National Stock Exchange of India Limited
(NSE) and Delhi Stock Exchange Association Limited (DSE).

10.5  Dematerialization
The different bonds series of the Company have been admitted as an eligible security for trading in
dematerialization form by National Securities Depositories Ltd. (NSDL) and Central Depositories
Securities (India) Ltd (CDSL).

10.6  Registrars and Transfer Agents

Half yearly result : Press advertisements, information to Stock 
Exchanges, etc. 

Quarterly results-newspapers normally 
published in 

: Mainly business/regional newspapers like 
Economic Times, Financial, Express etc. 

Website where quarterly results are displayed : www.hudco.org
Whether it also displays official news releases 
and presentations made to institutional 
investors/analysts 

: Yes 

Financial Result for the Quarter ending June 30,2010 :  Last week of July, 2010 
Financial Result for the Quarter ending September 30,2010 : Last week of October, 2010 
Financial Result for the Quarter ending December 31,2010 : Last week of January, 2011 
Financial Result for the Quarter ending March 31,2011 : Last week of April, 2011 
Annual General Meeting for the year 2010-2011 : Last week of September, 2011 

1. Alankit Assignment Limited, Alankit House, 2E/21, Jhandewalan Extn., 
New Delhi-110055 

2. Link Intime Indice Private Limited,  
A-40, 2nd Floor, Naraina Industrial Area, Phase-II,  
Near Batra Banquet Hall, New Delhi-110028 

3. Beetal Financial & Computer Services (P) Limited, 
3rd Floor, 99, Madangir (Behind local shopping centre), New Delhi-110062 

Date and Time 
  

: 26th July, 2010 at 5.00 p.m. 

Venue : HUDCO Bhawan, India Habitat Centre, Lodhi Road,  
New Delhi – 110003. 
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10.7  Shareholder’s Profile

*Including 2 Government Director(s) and 5 other Officials from the Ministry on behalf of the President
of India.

10.8 Address for Communication
The Company Secretary
Housing and Urban Development Corporation Limited
HUDCO, HUDCO Bhawan, Core – 7A,
India Habitat Centre,
Lodhi Road, New Delhi – 110003.

CERTIFICATE BY STATUTORY AUDITORS ON CORPORATE GOVE RNANCE

As required under clause 49 of the listing agreement (For privately placed debentures) and clause 7.2 of
the DPE guidelines on Corporate Governance, the certificate from the Statutory Auditors’ pertaining to the
Compliance of conditions of Corporate Governance is being annexed with the Directors’ Report.

As on 31.3.2008 As on 31.3.2009 As on 31.3.2010 
Category 

No. of 
Shares of 
(Rs. 1,000 

each) 

% 
of  

Shares 

No. of 
Shares of 
(Rs. 1,000 

each) 

% 
of  

Shares 

No. of 
Shares of 
(Rs. 1,000 

each) 

% of 
Shares 

President 
of India 

2,00,18,993 99.999965 2,00,18,993 99.999965 2,00,18,993 99.999965 

Others* 7 0.000035 7 0.000035  7 0.000035 
Total 2,00,19,000 100.000000 2,00,19,000 100.000000 2,00,19,000 100.000000 
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AUDITORS’ CERTIFICATE REGARDING COMPLIANCE WITH THE  CONDITIONS OF CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE UNDER CLAUSE 49 0F THE LISTING AGREEMENT  (FOR PRIVATELY PLACED
DEBENTURES) AND CLAUSE 7.2 OF THE DPE GUIDELINES

To the members of
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LIMITED

We have examined the Compliance of conditions of Corporate Governance by the Housing and Urban
Development Corporation Limited  for the year ended 31st March, 2010 as stipulated in clause 49 of the
listing agreement (for privately placed debentures) and clause 7.2 of the DPE Guidelines.

The compliance of conditions of Corporate Governance is the responsibility of the management. Our
examination was limited to procedures and implementation thereof, adopted by the Company for ensuring
the compliance of conditions of Corporate Governance as stipulated in the aforesaid clauses. It is neither
an audit nor an expression of opinion on the financial statements of the Company.

In our opinion and to the best of our information and according to the best of our information and according
to the explanations given to us, we certify that the Company has complied with the conditions of Corporate
Governance as stipulated in the above-mentioned clause of the listing agreement (for privately placed
debentures) and of the DPE Guidelines, subject to the following:

1. The condition of not less than fifty percent of Board members being non–executive and independent
is not complied with;

2. The Company has complied with all applicable Accounting Standards issued by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India, except Accounting Standard AS-9 “Revenue Recognition” regarding
accounting of application fees, front-end-fees, administration fees and processing fees on loans
on realization basis instead of accrual basis;

3. The Company is not able to comply with National Housing Bank’s credit concentration norms in
respect of lending to some State Governments / State Governments Agencies.

We further state that such compliance is neither an assurance as to the future viability of the Company
nor the efficiency or effectiveness with which the management has conducted the affairs of the Company.

For Agiwal & Associates
Chartered Accountants

(Firm Registration No. 000181N)

 Sd/-
(PC Agiwal)

Place : New Delhi Partner
Dated : 29th June, 2010 (Membership no. 80475)
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Educational Building at Anand, Gujarat
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ADDENDUM-I
Annexure to the Directors’ Report

Management reply on the observations made by Statut ory Auditors on the Corporate Governance
report for the financial year ended 31 st March 2010.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

Place : New Delhi T Prabakaran*
Dated: 29th June, 2010 Chairman and Managing Director

Sl. 
No. 

Auditors observations on Corporate 
Governance 

Management reply 

1. The condition of not less than fifty percent 
of Board members being     non–executive 
and independent is not complied with; 

HUDCO does not have the power to appoint 
Directors on its Board. The power to appoint 
the Director(s) vests with the Administrative 
Ministry. The said non-compliance was 
brought to the knowledge of the 
Administrative Ministry and was pursued for 
the appointment of independent Director. 
HUDCO has made all best possible efforts 
within its control for compliance of the 
required provisions. 

2. The Company has complied with all 
applicable Accounting Standards issued 
by the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
of India, except   Accounting Standard AS-
9 “Revenue Recognition” regarding 
accounting of application fees, front-end-
fees, administration fees and processing 
fees on loans on realization basis instead 
of accrual basis; 

The Company is recognising revenue on 
application fees, front-end-fees, 
administration fees and processing fees on 
loans on realization basis. This has been 
disclosed in accounting policy No. 2(b) of 
Schedule – S. 

3. The Company is not able to comply with 
National Housing Bank’s Credit 
Concentration Norms in respect of lending 
to some State Governments / State 
Governments Agencies. 

HUDCO has been fully complying with the 
exposure norms in respect of private sector 
borrowers. However, in respect of borrowing 
by the State Governments / State 
Government Agencies, the exposure has 
been exceeded in case of some agencies for 
which HUDCO has been making request to 
NHB for relaxation from exposure norms for 
HUDCO. 

* Dr. PK Mohanty, AS & Mission Director (JNNURM), MoHUPA,  has been assigned the additional charge of the post of
Chairman & Managing Director of HUDCO, w.e.f. 05.07.2010.
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AUDITORS’ REPORT
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AUDITORS’ REPORT

To the Members of
HOUSING & URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LIMITED

1. We have audited the attached Balance Sheet of Housing & Urban Development Corporation
Limited , as at 31st March, 2010, the Profit and Loss Account and also the Cash Flow Statement for
the year ended on that date, annexed thereto. These financial statements are the responsibility of the
Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements
based on our audit.

2. We conducted our audit in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in India. Those
Standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.

3. As required by the Companies (Auditor’s Report) Order, 2003 (as amended) issued by the Central
Government of India in terms of sub-section (4A) of Section 227 of the Companies Act, 1956, we
enclose in the Annexure, a statement on the matters specified in paragraphs 4 and 5 of the said
Order.

4. Further to our comments in the Annexure referred to in paragraph 3 above, we report that:

i) The Company has during the year changed its accounting policy from deferring borrowing
cost such as brokerage charges, arranger fees, stamp duty etc. to treat these expenses as
expenditure. As a result, the profit for the year is lower by  Rs. 14.10 crore [refer Note 15 of
Schedule-T].

ii) The Company has made an additional provision on loans amounting to Rs. 600 crore beyond
National Housing Bank’s norms. As a result, the profit for the year is lower by
Rs. 600 crore [refer Note 5(b) of Schedule-T].

iii) The Company is accounting for application fees, front-end-fee, administrative fees and
processing fees on loans on realization basis instead of accounting for on accrual basis,
the effect of which has not been ascertained [refer Significant Accounting Policy 2 (b) of
Schedule-S].

iv) Attention is further invited to the following :
a) Non confirmation/reconciliation of balances of Loan Accounts and consequential

adjustments, if any. [refer Note 5(a) of Schedule-T]
b) Non-implementation of Default Resolution Package by Cochin International Airport Ltd.

[refer Note 5(c) of Schedule-T]
c) In respect of disputes relating to Andrews Ganj Project undertaken by the Company on

behalf of the Ministry of Urban Development, the ministry has intimated the Company
that it cannot pass on the financial liability to the Government Account on account of
various disputes. The Company on its part has refused to accept any liability on account
of disputes. We are unable to comment upon the financial implication, if any. [refer Note
2(b) of Schedule-T]

d) The Company is not able to comply with National Housing Bank’s credit concentration
norms in respect of lending to some State Governments/State Governments Agencies.
[refer Note 10 of Schedule-T]
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5. We further report that:

a) We have obtained all the information and explanations, which to the best of our knowledge and
belief were necessary for the purposes of our audit;

b) In our opinion, proper books of account as required by law have been kept by the Company so far
as it appears from our examination of those books;

c) The Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Account and Cash Flow Statement dealt with by this report are
in agreement with the books of account;

d) In our opinion, the Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Account and Cash Flow Statement dealt with by
this report comply with the Accounting Standards referred to in sub-section (3C) of Section 211 of
the Companies Act, 1956, except Accounting Standard (AS) 9 “Revenue Recognition” regarding
accounting of application fees, front-end-fees, administration fees and processing fees on loans
on realisation basis instead of accrual basis. [refer Significant Accounting Policy 2 (b) of
Schedule-S].

e) The requirements of clause (g) of sub-section (1) of Section 274 of the Companies Act, 1956
relating to disqualification of directors are not applicable to the Company, being a Government
Company, in terms of Notification No.G.S.R.829 (E) dated 21.10.2003 issued by Ministry of
Finance, Department of Company Affairs.

We further report that, without considering the observations made in paragraphs 4(iii) the effect of
which has not been ascertained and 4(iv)(a) to 4(iv)(d) the effect of which could not be determined,
had the observation made by us in paragraph 4(i) & 4(ii) above been considered, the Profit for the
year would have been Rs. 1109.41 crore (as against the reported figure of Rs. 495.31 crore) and
Reserves & Surplus would have been Rs. 3709.29 crore (as against the reported figure of
Rs. 3095.19 crore). Subject to the foregoing, in our opinion and to the best of our information and
according to the explanations given to us, the said accounts read together with the Significant
Accounting Policies and Notes to Accounts give the information required by the Companies Act,
1956, in the manner so required and give a true and fair view in conformity with the accounting
principles generally accepted in India:

a) in the case of the Balance Sheet, of the state of affairs of the Company as at 31st March, 2010;

b) in the case of the Profit and Loss Account, of the profit for the year ended on that date and

c) in the case of the cash flow statement, of the cash flows for the year ended on that date.

For Agiwal & Associates
Chartered Accountants

(Firm Registration No. 000181N)

Sd\-
V K Gupta

Place : New Delhi Partner
Dated : 11th June, 2010  (Membership No. 81979)
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ANNEXURE REFERRED TO IN PARAGRAPH 3 OF OUR REPORT O F EVEN DATE ON THE ACCOUNTS
OF HOUSING & URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LIMITED FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31ST MARCH, 2010

i)  (a) The Company has maintained proper records showing full particulars including quantitative
details and situation of fixed assets.

(b) As per information and explanations given to us, all the fixed assets were physically verified
by the Company during the year. No material discrepancies were noticed on such verification.

(c) According to the information and explanations given to us, the Company has not disposed off
a substantial part of its fixed assets during the year.

ii) The Company does not have any inventory. Therefore, the provisions of clause 4 (ii) (a), (b) & (c) of
the Order, are not applicable.

iii) As informed to us, the Company has neither granted nor taken any loan, secured or unsecured, to/
from companies, firms or other parties covered in the register maintained under Section 301 of the
Companies Act, 1956. Accordingly, provisions of clause 4(iii) (a) to (g) of the Order are not applicable.

iv) In our opinion and according to the information and explanations given to us, there are generally
adequate internal control procedures commensurate with the size of the Company and nature of its
business with regard to purchase of fixed assets. The Company’s operations do not involve purchase
of inventory and sale of goods. In our opinion, monitoring mechanism in regional offices regarding
loan schedule implementation, site inspection, reviewing of financial/ technical appraisal of the
schemes and non-receipt of utilization certificates in respect of various grants and subsidies was
inadequate and needs to be strengthened.

v) According to the information and explanations given to us, we are of the opinion that there are no
transactions that need to be entered in the register required to be maintained under Section 301 of
the Companies Act, 1956.

vi) In our opinion and according to the information and explanations given to us, the Company has
complied with the provisions of Section 58A and 58AA and other relevant provisions of the Companies
Act, 1956, the Companies (Acceptance of Deposits) Rules, 1975 and Housing Finance Companies
(NHB) Directions with regard to deposits accepted from the public. No order has been passed by
the Company Law Board or National Company Law Tribunal or Reserve Bank of India or NHB or any
Court or any other Tribunal on the Company in respect of the aforesaid deposits.

vii) According to the information and explanations given to us, the Company has an internal audit
system; however, to make it commensurate with size and nature of its business, it requires to be
further strengthened. In our opinion, the coverage of Internal Audit should be enlarged and submission
of replies/ compliances needs to be expedited.

viii) According to the information and explanations given to us, the Central Government has not prescribed
the maintenance of cost records under Section 209(1) (d) of the Companies Act, 1956.

ix) (a) According to the information and explanations given to us and according to the records
produced before us for verification, the Company is generally regular in depositing, with
appropriate authorities, the undisputed statutory dues including Provident Fund, Investor
Education and Protection Fund, Income Tax, Wealth Tax, Service Tax and any other material
statutory dues applicable to it.

Further, since the Central Government has till date not prescribed the amount of cess payable
under Section 441A of the Companies Act, 1956, we are not in a position to comment upon
the regularity or otherwise of the Company in depositing the same.
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(b) According to the information and explanations given to us, no undisputed amounts payable
in respect of Income Tax, Wealth Tax, Service Tax and any other statutory dues were in
arrears as at 31st March, 2010 for a period of more than six months from the date the date
they became payable.

(c) According to the information and explanations given to us, there are no dues of Income Tax,
Wealth Tax and Service Tax which have not been deposited on account of any dispute
except the following:

x) The Company has no accumulated losses as at 31st March, 2010 and it has not incurred any cash
losses during the financial year covered by our audit or in the immediately preceding financial
year.

xi) In our opinion and according to the information and explanations given to us, the Company has not
defaulted in repayment of dues to a financial institution, bank or debenture holders.

xii) We are of the opinion that the Company has maintained adequate documents and records where
the Company has granted loans and advances on the basis of security by way of pledge of
shares, debentures and other securities.

xiii) In our opinion, the Company is not a Chit Fund or Nidhi /Mutual Benefit Fund/Society. Therefore,
the provisions of clause 4(xiii) of the Order are not applicable.

xiv)  In our opinion the Company is not dealing or trading in shares, securities, debentures or other
investments. Therefore, the provisions of clause 4 (xiv) of the Order are not applicable.

xv) The Company has not given any guarantees for loans taken by others from banks or financial
institutions. Therefore, the provisions of clause 4(xv) of the Order are not applicable.

xvi) According to the information and explanations given to us, the term loans have been applied for
the purpose for which they were raised.

xvii) According to the information and explanations given to us and on an overall examination of the
Balance Sheet of the Company, we report that, prima facie, no funds raised on short-term basis
have been used for long- term investment.

xviii) According to the information and explanations given to us, the Company has not made any
preferential allotment of shares to parties and companies covered in the register maintained under
Section 301 of the Companies Act, 1956.

Name of the 
statute 

Nature of 
 Dues 

Financial Year to 
which the matter

pertains 

Forum where  
Matter is 
 pending 

Amount 
(Rs. in crore)

Income Tax 
Act, 1961 

Income 
Tax, 

Interest & 
Penalty 

1996-1997,  
1999-2000, 
2000-2001, 
 2001-2002, 
2003-2004, 
2007-2008 

Deputy 
Commissioner of 
Income Tax 

32.43 

Finance Act, 
1994 

Service 
Tax, 

Interest & 
Penalty 

2004-2005,  
2005-2006,  
2006-2007,  
2007-2008, 
2008-2009 

Commissioner of 
Service Tax 

4.11 
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xix) According to the information and explanations given to us, the Company has not issued any
debentures, during the year. Therefore, the provisions of clause 4(xix) of the Order are not applicable.

xx) The Company has not raised any money through public issue during the year.

xxi) To the best of our knowledge and belief and according to the information and explanations given
to us, no fraud on or by the Company was noticed or reported during the year, although there have
been few instances of loans becoming doubtful of recovery consequent upon fraudulent
misrepresentation by borrowers, the amounts whereof are not material in the context of the size of
the Company and the nature of its business and which have been provided for.

For Agiwal & Associates
Chartered Accountants

(Firm Registration No. 000181N)

Sd\-
V K Gupta

Place : New Delhi Partner
Dated : 11th June, 2010  (Membership No. 81979)
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ADDENDUM-II
Annexure to the Directors’ Report

Comments of the Board of Directors on Statutory Aud itors’ Report and Annexure to the Auditors’
Report (required under Section 217(3) of the Compan ies Act, 1956).

A. Auditors’ Report

Point No. 4(i) Position has been explained in the note No. 15 of Schedule-T. 

Point No. 4(ii) Position has been explained in the note No. 5(b) of Schedule-T. 

Point No. 4(iii) The Company has the accounting policy of recognising front end fee, 
application fee, administrative fees and processing fees on loans on 
realisation basis which has also been disclosed in Accounting Policy No. 
2(b) of Schedule-S. 

Point No. 4(iv)(a) Noted for suitable action. 

Point No. 4(iv)(b) As per terms of default resolution package, M/s. Cochin International 
Airport Ltd. is yet to convert loan of Rs. 52 crore and allot equity shares at 
par. Agency is being pursued for necessary action. This has also been 
explained in Note No. 5(c) of  Schedule-T.   

Point No. 4(iv)(c) The Andrews Ganj Project has been undertaken by the Company on 
behalf of the Ministry of Urban Development. The position has also been 
disclosed in Note No. 2(b) of Schedule-T.  

Point No. 4(iv)(d) In respect of lending to State Government / State Government Agencies, 
the exposure has been exceeded in the case of some agencies for which 
HUDCO has been making request to NHB for relaxation from exposure 
norms. 

Point No. 5(a), (b), 
(c) and (e) 

No comments required. 

Point No. 5(d) The Company has the accounting policy of recognizing front end fee, 
application fee, administrative fees and processing fees on loans on 
realisation basis which has also been disclosed in the point No. 2(b) of 
Schedule-S. 
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B. Annexure to the Auditors’ Report

Point No.(i)(a), 
(i)(b), (i)(c), (ii), (iii), 
(v), (vi), (viii), (ix)(a), 
(ix)(b), (x), (xi), (xii), 
(xiii), (xiv), (xv), 
(xvi), (xvii), (xviii), 
(xix), (xx) and (xxi) 

No comments required. 

Point No. (iv) � With a view towards having effective Monitoring Mechanism in 
Operations Wing, the Project Monitoring Cell is monitoring schemes 
for timely documentation, releases including site inspections and 
repayments, so as to avoid defaults. Accordingly, improved pre-
completion and post-completion monitoring formats have been 
circulated to all Regional Offices for obtaining information in the 
prescribed format on monthly basis. Further duly filled formats are to 
be sent to the concerned Strategic Business Unit at Head Office on a 
monthly basis, with a copy to Executive Director (Operations). In 
case progress reports are not received in time, regular follow-up is 
being carried out with the agencies and regular site inspections are 
being conducted to ascertain actual progress at site. Further, in 
private sector schemes having loan amounts exceeding Rs. 25 crore, 
a lender auditor is appointed for verifying the utilisation of loan.   

� The utilisation certificates of grants / subsidies are constantly 
monitored at Regional Offices, Corporate Office and also periodically 
reviewed by the Ministry.   

Point No. (vii) Steps are being taken by the Company to strengthen Internal Audit 
Department. 

Coverage of Internal Audit has been increasing every year. It has been 
covering all Regional Offices & main branches of Retail Finance and some 
of the Departments of Head Office. It is proposed to widen the coverage 
further by including some more Departments of Head Office as well. 

All the possible steps are being undertaken for early submission of replies/ 
compliances to the Competent Authority. 

Point No. (ix)(c) The matter has been taken up with Income Tax Department/Service Tax 
Department for rectification/deletion/adjustment of demand raised by them 
and orders from Income Tax Department/Service Tax Department are still 
awaited. 

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

Place : New Delhi T Prabakaran*
Dated : 29th June, 2010 Chairman and Managing Director

* Dr. PK Mohanty, AS & Mission Director (JNNURM), MoHUPA,  has been assigned the additional charge of the post of
Chairman & Managing Director of HUDCO, w.e.f. 05.07.2010.
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COMMENTS OF THE C&AG
Annexure to the Directors’ Report

COMMENTS OF THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL OF INDIA UNDER SECTION 619(4)
OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 ON THE ACCOUNTS OF HOUSI NG AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION LIMITED, NEW DELHI, FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH 2010.

(As conveyed vide letter la- /No. /izfr/2-5/2009-10/382 dated 28.06.2010 by the office of the Principal
Director of Commercial Audit and Ex-officio Member, Audit Board – III, New Delhi.)

The preparation of financial statements of Housing and Urban Development Corporation Limited, New
Delhi, for the year ended 31st March, 2010 in accordance with the financial reporting framework prescribed
under the Companies Act, 1956, is the responsibility of the Management of the Company. The statutory
auditors appointed by the Comptroller and Auditor General of India under Section 619(2) of the Companies
Act, 1956, are responsible for expressing opinion on these financial statements under Section 227 of the
Companies Act, 1956, based on independent audit in accordance with the auditing and assurance standards
prescribed by their professional body the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India. This is stated to have
been done by them vide their Audit Report dated 11th June, 2010.

I, on behalf of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India, have conducted a supplementary audit under
section 619(3)(b) of the Companies Act, 1956, of the financial statements of Housing and Urban Development
Corporation Limited, New Delhi, for the year ended 31st March, 2010. This supplementary audit has been
carried out independently without access to the working papers of the statutory auditors and is limited
primarily to inquiries of the statutory auditors and company personnel and a selective examination of
some of the accounting records. On the basis of my audit, nothing significant has come to my knowledge,
which would give rise to any comment upon or supplement to Statutory Auditors’ report under Section
619(4) of the Companies Act, 1956.

For and on behalf of the
Comptroller & Auditor General of India

Sd/-
(MK Biswas)

Principal Director of Commercial Audit
Place :  New Delhi & Ex-officio Member, Audit Board – III,
Dated:  28th June, 2010 New Delhi
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R K Khanna
Sr. ED (RM/HSMI)

Anil Kumar Kaushik
ED (Finance) DMDR

K Subramanian
ED (Chennai)

R K Safaya
ED (W&D)

T K Sanyal
CVO
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